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the Forbes Book of Business Quotations offers 14,173 thoughts on business and life. not one 
of them is devoted to the document.

yet history would be nothing more than a sequence of short-term memories if left undocumented 
from one era to the next. in fact, the history of human civilization is virtually inseparable from 
the history of the document.   

the rosetta stone. the magna Carta. the Declaration of independence. each illustrates the 
significant impact even a single document can have on a time period and its people.

Despite what the Forbes compilation might indicate, documents are no less important in the 
business world. (not to mention the fact that Forbes itself would merely be an untested notion 
if malcolm’s dad hadn’t brought it to life as a document.)

global companies deal with billions of digital and paper documents every minute. these 
documents and their content directly impact every organizational activity every day. 

whether a business license, an email memo, a stock certificate or an online order form, 
documents continually move businesses forward while helping determine direction.

yet regardless of their prevalence—or perhaps, because of their prevalence—documents 
are taken for granted. their pervasiveness in the business field lands them squarely in the 
Dangerfield: they get no respect. 

in a way, documents are like oxygen. they’re essential to life, right under our noses and all 
around us. yet who stops to notice the air? 

for many businesses, documents are simply a routine tool, as common as pens, as expected 
as office chairs. it’s not that documents aren’t thought of as strategic business catalysts. it’s 
that they aren’t thought of at all. they just are. 

it doesn’t help that documents are viewed by many as static, 8½" x 11" paper sheets—even 
though the world is flooded with email messages, electronic bank statements, e-tickets, tweets, 
digital photos, electronic medical records, online applications, youtube® videos, podcasts, pDf 
product instructions, google listings, apple ipad® forms and countless other variations on the 
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same theme. Documents in the 21st century are no more a piece of paper than an “image” is 
a 4" x 6" print. 

the goal of this book is to replace outdated perceptions about documents with an 
understanding of the critical role they play in the modern enterprise. in our 24/7 digital world, 
documents don’t just support business activities, they drive them. they directly influence every 
issue that is top of mind with C-level executives: speed, revenue, brand value, productivity, 
security, compliance, cost reduction, even sustainability. and they have the power to transform 
entire organizations. 

they also have the potential to work against you. Just ask any biomedical company that 
wasn’t able to produce its fDa forms quickly enough. or a law firm that failed to uncover 
vital documents during the discovery process. or a government agency that didn’t properly 
secure its confidential materials. or a brand leader that struggled with the negative buzz of an 
embarrassing print error. or any company dealing with the costs and inefficiencies of outdated 
document production methods.

Could the mortgage crisis have been averted if lenders and borrowers paid closer attention to 
their documents? would the Bernie madoff scandal have been nipped in the bud if investors 
had reviewed their statements more closely and noticed the suspicious dot matrix printing? 

for good or bad, documents are the way we move through the digital world. well managed 
documents—and the information and business intelligence they contain—can help move the 
needle on many top-level business priorities, often in surprising ways. 

yet documents remain one of the most underappreciated areas of value creation. enterprise 
leaders readily accept the concept of an “information age,” but frequently overlook the fact that 
information’s primary habitat is the document. it’s not an understatement to say we actually 
live in a “digital document age.” and it’s one where people are increasingly comfortable with 
creating, managing and sharing information in all document forms and formats.

what’s more, the business impact of documents—positive and negative—is measurable. time 
and again, Xerox clients have applied cost-benefit analysis to better understand the potential 
of their documents and document-centric processes. and to realize that potential. the real-
world results shared in these pages, from those of marriott and Lloyds Banking group to Dow 
Chemical and the new york mets, offer just a few examples of success.

putting it bluntly, enterprises that fail to recognize the influence of documents in the 21st 
century are more likely to fail in general. however, those that leverage the value of documents 
while minimizing their associated costs and risks can move their business forward with 
newfound speed and efficiency. 



“What are documents? 
   They are, quite simply,  
   talking things.”
       David m. Levy*

*David M. Levy, Scrolling Forward: Making Sense of Documents in the Digital Age (Arcade Publishing, 2001)
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the dividing line between history and prehistory is determined by one thing: writing. 
where do you find writing? in documents—whether cave stones, papyrus or clusters of 
electronic signals. 

in a very real sense, the earliest documents were Bronze age business records. they replaced 
fallible human memory with a new means of preserving accounting information, locking it in 
a physical container. and they performed brilliantly. 

But documents quickly assumed other important roles. as writing evolved from symbols 
and numbers into systems that emulated spoken language, documents became our 
representatives and agents—capturing the human voice, communicating information, 
establishing rules and regulations, providing education and pointing the way toward the 
future. in fact, the word “document” comes from the Latin root word docere, which means 
“to teach.”  

of course, the nature of documents has changed many times over the millennia, reflecting 
important advancements in technology. But the role of documents has remained surprisingly 
immutable. they still help us:
•	 remember
•	 Communicate
•	 educate, direct and inspire
•	 analyze information
•	 think and invent
•	 shape our future 

in short, they help define who we are, while influencing what we will become.  

Proof That Documents Can Change the World

a few years ago, the u.s. national archives and record administration teamed up with U.S. 
News & World Report® and national history Day to identify the 100 milestone documents in 
u.s. history.1

a short history of the world’s  
most successful Communications Vehicle

1
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here’s the top 10 list based on votes from almost 40,000 americans:
•	 Declaration of independence
•	 Constitution of the united states
•	 Bill of rights
•	 Louisiana purchase treaty
•	 emancipation proclamation
•	 19th amendment: women’s right to Vote
•	 13th amendment: abolition of slavery
•	 gettysburg address
•	 Civil rights act
•	 social security act

in addition to treaties, court decisions and legislation, the rest of the list includes some 
unexpected treasures:
•	 thomas edison’s patent application for the light bulb
•	 the manhattan project notebook
•	 the check for the purchase of alaska
•	 the patent for the cotton gin
•	  the transcript of John glenn’s official communication with the nasa Command Center 

in 1962

who is to say what might appear on the list 50 years from now? emails between national 
leaders? wikiLeaks documents? the first facebook® page?  

Clearly, there is a strong connection between documents and history. But the role documents 
play is more than just record keeper. after all, many of the 100 milestone documents changed 
history. michael Barone of U.S. News and World Report put it this way:

it’s not an exaggeration to say that without these seminal papers, our country might 
not exist—and certainly would not in its current form.2

Documents have had the same momentous impact on virtually every country and continent. 
add up history’s most important documents and you get a “big bang” effect.

“it is no accident that all our social institutions—including science, law and government, 
religion, education and the arts, commerce and administration—rely on the stabilizing power 
of documents to accomplish their ends,” writes David Levy, a computer scientist and former 
staff member of the world-famous palo alto research Center, in Scrolling Forward: Making 
Sense of the Document in the Digital Age.3
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in fact, documents are so essential to human history that the united nations educational, 
scientific and Cultural organization (unesCo) launched an international effort to preserve 
the world’s document heritage in 1992.

unesCo’s ambitious memory of the world project encompasses documents, photographs, 
maps and multimedia from dozens of countries. its official register includes the writings 
of simon Bolivar, the diaries of anne frank, the archives of the hudson’s Bay Company, 
traditional music from China, 19th century photographs from Latin america, and the original 
Declaration of the rights of man and of the Citizens from france.

no doubt about it. Documents are intimately involved in every facet of civilization. which 
means that that they are undeniably critical to business success.  

Shaping the Modern Enterprise

even in their earliest days, documents were business drivers. in fact, the company that is 
believed to be the world’s oldest corporation, the copper mining firm stora Kopparberg, 
came into existence in 1347 because of a document—a charter from sweden’s King 
magnus iV.4 and a royal charter in 1670 drove the incorporation of the aforementioned 
hudson’s Bay Company.5

Documents quickly moved from sanctioning companies to shaping them, evident in everything 
from the maps of the early fur traders to the first articles of incorporation. as distribution 
of printed materials became easier and cheaper, documents were readily—and deeply—
integrated into all aspects of commercial operations. 

Look behind any major business advancement in 19th and 20th century america and you’ll 
uncover critical printed materials: the shares that funded the Baltimore & ohio railroad. the 
sewing patterns of new england’s textile mills. the bill of sale that proved ownership of a 
model t. the architectural drawings of early skyscrapers. the construction contract for eniaC, 
the first general-purpose computer.

the growth of the modern enterprise would have been severely stunted without the ability 
to create, print and distribute documents, no matter how simple. picture the expansion of 
american commerce without train schedules and tickets. or the impact of sears without the 
sears Catalog. or the success of the new york stock exchange without stock certificates. or the 
expansion of google® and yahoo® without documents of any kind.

once merely a testament to the existence of a commercial enterprise, documents are now 
virtually inseparable from businesses themselves, infiltrating all levels and functions. as a 
consequence, the opportunities they harbor can be leveraged enterprise-wide. if you know 
where to find them.
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Endnotes
1.  michael Barone, “the people’s Vote: 100 Documents that shaped america,” U.S. News & World 

Report, february 17, 2011
2. ibid.
3.  David Levy, Scrolling Forward: Making Sense of the Document in the Digital Age (arcade publishing, 

november 2001)
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/stora_enso
5. hudson’s Bay Company, Our History, http://www2.hbc.com/hbc/history/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stora_Enso
http://www2.hbc.com/hbc/history/
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if you could view all your enterprise operations from a single vantage point, here’s what 
you would see: policies and procedures. memos and directives. marketing and customer 
communications. product documentation. intellectual property. Litigation and compliance 
documents. Client onboarding forms. human resource materials and all the transactional files 
involved in accounts payable and receivable.

and let’s not forget your microsoft powerpoint® presentations, web pages, blogs, podcasts, fax 
messages and the tsunami of email that surges in every day. not to mention all those legacy 
file cabinets and archives bursting at the enterprise’s seams.

effortlessly woven into the way you work, these documents have a direct impact on every one 
of your major business goals. they:
•	 Convey strategy and direction
•	 turn prospects into customers
•	 motivate and educate
•	 preserve intellectual property, records and data
•	 generate revenue and pay invoices
•	 help maintain compliance and manage risk
•	 Convert raw data into actionable information
•	 provide support in the face of litigation
•	 Communicate to stakeholders
•	 represent the face of your organization to the world

all in more ways than you can count.

A Vital Enterprise Infrastructure

at Xerox, 90 percent of our value chain’s inputs and outputs are documents in many different 
forms. Loosely translated, that means almost everything we do involves documents at a key 
point in the process. Chances are, that’s true of your organization as well. 

when you consider the scale and scope of document-related activities, it’s clear that 
documents, their content and their processes represent a vital enterprise infrastructure. it’s 

the hidden potential of  
enterprise print management

2

http://www.consulting.xerox.com/xerox-marketing-services/enus.html?CMP=PRNT-BTWLines
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equally apparent that if your document infrastructure is strategically managed, your business 
will benefit. this involves:
•	 improving the effectiveness of key documents
•	 increasing printing efficiencies throughout the enterprise
•	 simplifying and/or enhancing key document-driven processes
•	  using the latest innovations to tap into the vital organizational intelligence and information 

contained in your documents

at a time when organizations are fine-tuning their it systems and manufacturing processes, 
enhancing the way you work with documents can provide one of the best opportunities for 
step-change improvements in performance.

The Myth of the Paperless Office

as a leading document and business outsourcing provider, Xerox has been able to collect more 
data about documents than many other organizations. we use Lean six sigma methodologies 
to help companies around the world analyze and assess their document management approach. 
this provides us with unique insights into the current state of document management and 
reveals compelling opportunities for improvement.

one of our most surprising findings is that despite the growing use of digital documents, 
businesses and other organizations continue to print hard copy materials at a remarkable rate.

in fact, one of our global telecommunications clients had been printing more than a billion 
pages a year for internal operations alone. that doesn’t include the documents associated 
with their marketing and customer communication. nor their daily email deluge.

these numbers are even more remarkable in the age of the paperless office. and they have 
major implications for organizational efficiency and the bottom line.

to generate that much printing, you need a vast fleet of color and black-and-white printers, 
copiers, fax machines, scanners and multifunction devices. plus a freight train stuffed with 
paper, toner and supplies. you also have to provide service, support and an enormous amount 
of power.

and that’s just the beginning. in fact, Xerox assessment experts have identified 150 factors 
that contribute to the total cost of enterprise printing. unfortunately, most companies would 
have a hard time identifying more than a handful.
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The Print Costs of Document Overload

given the fragmented way that purchasing and management practices have evolved over 
time, it’s no surprise that most organizations do not have a clear picture of their enterprise 
printing expenditures.

however, our experience enables us to provide a general idea of what’s really happening and 
how much it’s costing you.  while the numbers vary considerably by organization and industry, 
here’s a universal snapshot:
•	  the typical employee prints more than 800 pages each month or about 10,000 pages a 

year.1

•	  each employee’s monthly printing costs average about $42, which equals over $500 per 
employee per year.2  that means if you have 2,000 employees, you may be spending over 
a million dollars on printed output annually.

•	  the trend toward digital documents is decreasing print volumes in some industries, but 
the decline is less than expected. and in some areas, like manufacturing, print volumes are 
actually increasing.3

no wonder audiences laughed with recognition during Monsters, Inc., when roz continually 
admonished employees with a throaty, “you didn’t file your paperwork.” 

enterprise printing is clearly a big-ticket item for most organizations. in fact, infotrends 
estimates that companies spend an average of 6 percent of total annual revenues on document 
management.4  those expenditures are likely to continue for the foreseeable future. 

nevertheless, total printing costs can be significantly reduced with a disciplined, data-
driven management effort. according to a gartner, inc. report, “organizations that manage 
their printer, copier and fax fleets can save between 10 percent and 30 percent of their  
print costs.”5

whether you operate your own production centers, rely on outside printers or combine both 
approaches, your costs can be reduced and controlled with a sound enterprise printing strategy. 

of course, cost reduction is just one benefit. a well managed enterprise print infrastructure also 
ensures that your employees have access to the high-quality document services necessary for 
their work. it also lowers your organization’s impact on the environment by rationalizing your 
printing infrastructure and reducing your consumption of paper, energy and supplies.

no question about it. making the most of your enterprise printing yields valuable results and, 
in some cases, complete transformation.
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Endnotes
1. eps assessment practice, January 2011 (assessment of 329,472 office personnel)
2. ibid.
3. ibid.
4.  Assessing and Benchmarking Document Costs, infotrends, september 2005,  

http://www.infotrends.com/public/Content/infostats/articles/2005/10.18.2005.html 
5. gartner, inc., MPS Magic Quadrant Report, 8/21/09: iD g00169984

http://www.infotrends.com/public/Content/INFOSTATS/Articles/2005/10.18.2005.html
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most business processes that revolve around documents were designed in the 20th century, 
where “documents” meant paper. these processes fail to maximize the use of digitization, 
automation, modernized workflows, business technologies and industry best practices.

that’s the problem side of the coin. flip it and you’ll see the opportunity for improvement. if 
you use technology (and expertise) to bring document processes into the 21st century, you 
dramatically improve efficiency and cost-effectiveness. and because business processes touch 
multiple areas of your organization, your effort can have a striking impact. here are three 
examples that prove the point.

Litigation and Discovery. Virtually every organization is affected by document-driven 
litigation proceedings at one time or another. and it’s no secret that delays or errors in 
producing case-related documents can have costly consequences.

managing legal document demand is a challenge in the best of situations. But when you rely 
on hard-copy documents, you add another layer of complexity. it takes more time to retrieve, 
distribute, review and store information. it’s more difficult to maintain control. and mistakes 
and lost documents are more frequent. which means the threat of fees, penalties and adverse 
outcomes continues to loom.

that’s not the case when you digitize the document-intensive aspects of litigation and 
discovery. information is easier to locate, access, redact and produce. Document distribution 
and delivery are faster and more economical. Control improves, which means errors are 
minimized. and the attorney review process is accelerated because internal and external 
counsel can access documents at the same time.

these advancements, in turn, lead to dramatic improvements in cost, productivity and speed. 
moving to digital documents also helps assure greater compliance and better risk management.

Financial Services. Documents are involved in hundreds of processes that help financial 
companies open customer accounts, manage records and perform other vital tasks. for 
example, our Lean six sigma experts once helped a banking client map out more than 80 
discrete document-driven workflows related to records management alone.

the search for  
smarter Document processes

3
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when these processes revolve around paper, inefficiencies inevitably occur. But when 
they’re reshaped with innovative document technologies and best practices, they can result 
in breakthrough performance. a leading wealth management client of ours witnessed this 
firsthand after streamlining its process for opening new accounts. a laborious five-day cycle 
was reduced to about two hours, enabling clients to invest and trade the day they signed the 
dotted line. the estimated additional revenue from the change? about $2 million per year.

Manufacturing. it’s nearly impossible to launch new products without producing a barrage of 
marketing and technical documents for customers, salespeople, partners and service teams. this 
over reliance on paper documents adds time and money, which can be addressed by producing 
fewer pieces. But the real opportunity for improvement lies in the holistic transformation of 
document management in all its forms—creating, revising, translating, localizing, producing 
and distributing documents physically and digitally.

the benefits? faster time to market, reduced costs, consistent quality, brand enhancement 
and improved compliance with the laws and regulations of a diverse global marketplace. all of 
which helps maximize new product opportunities around the world. 
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all documents are not created equal. 

some are meant to serve as routine communication vehicles, produced and distributed as 
quickly and economically as possible. others, such as those for prospects and customers, aspire 
to a higher purpose: to connect in a way that improves the bottom line.

in the market’s eyes, these documents are your organization. therefore, they must present 
you in the best possible light, regardless of whether their mission is to acquire new customers, 
build your brand, collect for a service, explain an account change, generate revenue or build 
customer loyalty. the question is, do they?

in far too many cases, documents fail to deliver. i’m not just referring to traditional direct 
mail, where response rates of 1 to 2 percent are considered a success. i’m also talking about 
emerging areas like digital direct marketing and social media, which Cmos are discovering can 
be as disappointing as they are enticing. 

But  there’s an upside to document letdown—you can avoid it. studies from a number of 
organizations, including rochester institute of technology and poDi, the digital printing 
association, show that it’s possible to increase the effectiveness of documents by a large 
margin, as high as a factor of 5x.1

the key is to make static documents more dynamic. here are just a few of the definitions the 
oxford College Dictionary ascribes to the word dynamic:
1. Characterized by constant change, activity or progress
2. positive in attitude and full of energy and new ideas
3. stimulating development

Dynamic documents are all of the above and more. in a sense, they remain fluid, changing 
and adapting to meet highly specific goals while continually presenting your enterprise at its 
best. Leading organizations are already making their documents more dynamic by employing 
techniques that include:
•	 Customized messages delivered via one-to-one marketing and technology
•	 Content design based on behavioral science insights

the world of Dynamic Documents

4
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Chapter 4: The World of Dynamic Documents

•	 adaptation of content across multiple communication channels
•	 Disciplined, end-to-end program management based on continuous improvement

By taking a dynamic approach, you can use internal and external data to create customized 
offers that appeal to recipients on a personal level. you can also design documents to drive 
desired behaviors, such as expanding the customer base, cross-selling or reducing operational 
costs like support center calls.

But the greatest benefits come from building continuous document programs that span the 
life cycle of your customer relationships and draw upon every communication channel at your 
command: the web, personalized urLs, mobile platforms, the mail stream. and so on. 

with dynamic documents, each touchpoint is not an end in itself. instead, it is a means 
of collecting more feedback and deepening customer insights so that the next round of 
communications becomes even more personalized and effective. as a consequence, you not 
only continue to get better results, but also realize a better return on your investment.
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Endnotes
1. romano & Brody, Digital printing Council, www.gain.net
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in the days of early civilization, the thing that made a document a document was its physical 
container. information was locked in place, in some cases, for all time.

in the digital age, that definition is as outdated as stone tablets. many modern documents 
never assume a physical form. instead, they appear and disappear on computer screens, 
blinking lights in the cloud.

the content within these documents is also changing, thanks to powerful software that makes 
it easy to collaborate, create and revise. some documents may only exist for a single viewing 
before information is altered or added, creating a new digital document in the process. 

at the same time, technological advancements are eliminating the barriers between paper 
and digital documents, enabling content that has been “locked up” to become much 
more accessible. what’s more, an entire generation is moving into the workforce with an 
understanding of documents as free-flowing, shape-shifting digital playthings.

Changes like these are speeding the flow of information and improving the power of business 
intelligence. they’re also increasing the proliferation of documents. Because content is 
liberated, it can fly through a network with great ease, spawning an infinite number of new 
documents, including mosaics of preexisting document pieces. 

emerging technologies are pushing the liberation front even further. for example, instead 
of being limited to keyword searches, you’ll soon be able to use metadata and language 
processing advancements to quickly find relevant pieces of important information. instead of 
launching an application to open a document, you’ll retrieve and repurpose content chunks 
with a few simple keystrokes, regardless of the program you’re in.

these tools are placing a heightened emphasis on the management of documents and their 
processes. which brings us back to where we started.

Documents and their content play a vital role in the work you do every day. when you rethink 
the way you work with documents, you can begin to achieve just about every major goal on 
the enterprise agenda:

the Liberation of Content

5
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Chapter 5: The Liberation of Content

increase speed and agility. grow revenue and build long-term loyalty. strengthen brand 
perception. enhance employee productivity. improve your approach to compliance and risk 
management. reduce operational costs. and even advance the cause of sustainability.

strategic document management can deliver concrete, measurable results in all of these 
areas—as you’ll see in the examples and stories that follow.



“The obscure we see eventually.
   The completely obvious, it seems,        
   takes longer.”
      edward r. murrow
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time to market, six sigma “lean speed,” just-in-time manufacturing. when it comes to driving 
business processes, enterprises around the world are continually hitting the accelerator.

But what good is velocity if you’re heading in the wrong direction? the key to success isn’t 
just speed, but speed and accuracy. without precision and control, speed isn’t progress, it’s 
recklessness. and it can be destructive or, in the worse cases, deadly.  

imagine a global product launch where research, manufacturing and delivery are swift, but 
the product itself is built to the wrong specs. or a utility company that is expanding into green 
energy guided by a catalog of outdated safety measures. or a new car model that is rushed to 
market with a faulty braking system.

as enterprises in every industry feel the pressure to go further faster, the potential for costly 
errors grows significantly. risk does, as well.

few know this better than the masters of light speed at nasa. on December 11, 1998, nasa 
kicked off a new mission with the launch of the mars Climate orbiter. the Climate orbiter 
sped toward the stars with the hopes of becoming the first interplanetary weather satellite 
and a communications relay for future mars expeditions. But the orbiter never orbited. on 
september 27, 1999, the $125 million spacecraft disappeared. no signal. no satellite.

a subsequent investigation revealed that the orbiter’s entry into the mars atmosphere was too 
low, most likely causing the craft to burn. the reason for the disaster was a major disconnect—
the project’s contractors used english units of measure, not realizing that nasa relied on the 
metric system. the orbiter’s speed at the time of destruction? approximately 9,840 miles  
per hour.1

Documents as a Business Accelerant

what do documents have to do with speed? simply put, they’re the pistons in the engine of 
today’s enterprise. they can move you ahead, slow you down or force you to jam on the brakes.

think about sales documents or new account applications. patent filings or government 
approval forms. accounts receivable or payable files. the list is virtually endless. if you don’t 

the power and pitfalls of speed
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achieve maximum velocity in the management of these high-volume documents, the complex 
business processes they support simply plod along. this suboptimal performance can put 
a sizable dent in your organizational efficiency and encourage your competition to race 
right by you.  

what’s more, if velocity isn’t accompanied by accuracy, the consequences can be devastating. 
would the orbiter be circling mars today if nasa and its contractor had more closely reviewed 
and managed the satellite’s documents?

Document delays and inaccuracies can also hinder your pursuit of opportunities, which, when 
they knock, don’t wait very long for someone to answer the door. in the worst cases, lumbering 
along can even cause your revenue to stall. if that sounds like an overstatement, consider the 
high-stakes world of Big pharma.

The Side Effects of Poor Document Management in Pharma

in the pharmaceutical industry, it’s fairly common to spend years developing a new drug. 
But before a pharmaceutical firm can recoup the first cent of its long-term, million-dollar 
investment, the organization has to submit a new Drug application (nDa) to the fDa for 
review and approval. the approval process might also require a Center for Drug evaluation 
and research (CDr) pediatric use supplement. or a transmittal of advertisements and 
promotional Labeling. even a single nDa might include enough clinical and marketing 
information to fill fDa headquarters if printed as hard copy.

that means the pharma company has to pull together all the necessary information, validate 
content and ensure quality control every step of the way. once that’s done, the truckloads 
of relevant information have to be produced and delivered in the required regulatory 
format. asap.

any mistakes or internal logjams can postpone or even jeopardize fDa approval, with 
potentially catastrophic financial consequences. in fact, even a single day’s delay can cost 
millions in potential revenue. and who can measure the cost to a patient whose life might be 
saved by the belated therapy? imagine if the world was still awaiting the arrival of the polio 
vaccine. or if the approval of aspirin remained tangled in a web of document complexities.  

so while Big pharma’s core business is clearly not document management, the process itself is 
integral to any pharmaceutical company—and critical to its success.   

Greater Order in the Court: Litigation Document Management

Lawsuits present a similarly compelling need for document management. Litigation affects 
every organization today, and it revolves around documents.  it’s not unusual for millions 
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of paper and digital pages—including hard-to-manage email messages—to be involved in a 
single case.  

take for example, the 2010 Bp oil crisis in the gulf of mexico. according to the Financial 
Times, within five months of the incident, plaintiffs in the case were given access to more than 
600,000 pages of related information, including 54,000 documents from Bp alone.2 and the 
case had barely begun.  

unfortunately, mountains of case-related materials have become the rule in litigation rather 
than the exception. reviewing and organizing them is a herculean task that can take months, 
if not years. picture yourself in such a situation. first you have to search for all pertinent 
documents. then you have to organize them, store them and share them with in-house and 
outside attorneys for their strategic input. finally, you have to produce the documents in a 
timely manner to meet court-ordered deadlines—and you’d better have the right documents.

to give you an idea of how difficult this can be, here’s a small portion of the document pile 
involved in the enron case: board minutes, emails, executive employee agreements,  insurance 
policies, letters, receipts, license agreements,  memoranda, policy statements, consulting 
services agreements, personal calendars. and reams of everyday business correspondence.  
add the case’s legal documents—the complaints, examiner’s reports, plea agreements, 
indictments—and the mountains of information quickly become the himalayas.

failure to comply with court-ordered document requests can lead to billion-dollar fines. missing 
a deadline can be equally destructive, as it may mean missing your opportunity to win.  

the most recent fulbright & Jaworski survey of u.s./u.K. legal trends found that over a quarter 
of the responding companies had confronted lawsuits with potential exposure of $20 million 
or more over the previous 12 months. in addition, 93 percent of u.s. and 97 percent of 
u.K respondents said that they expect legal disputes to increase or remain the same in the 
coming year.3   

Virtually any business, large or small, may suddenly find itself in the legal hot seat. that means 
companies in today’s litigious world should not only be wondering, “will it happen to us?” but 
also asking, “will we be ready if it does?”

To Improve the Process, Transform the Document

the document management process in major litigation is so complex that mistakes and 
delays are commonplace. and costly. the longer the process takes, the more the client pays. 
increasing the speed and efficiency of document management can increase the chances of a 
favorable outcome and decrease the expenses.  
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But where do you begin?  

you can start by improving the documents themselves, converting paper-based files to digital 
files and storing them in a secure, centralized database. should you be involved in litigation, 
attorneys and others can review critical documents in the database at the same time, 
shortening the discovery process and meeting deadlines with greater speed and accuracy. 
you’ll also have greater control over document access, accumulating detailed information 
about document content and use.  

additional efficiencies can be gained via innovative new technologies like CategoriX. CategoriX 
classifies documents according to criteria established by the attorneys involved in a particular 
case. the lawyers review a small subset of the case’s total document population to define 
parameters for classifying the entire population. the results are then used to “train” the system 
to automatically classify the remaining documents. 

Consequently, attorneys dramatically reduce the number of documents they need to review 
manually, speeding up the process and trimming down the client invoice.

of course, when document management isn’t your core competence, developing and 
managing these capabilities can be a major challenge. that’s why companies turn to 
document management outsourcing. through such partnerships, companies can leverage 
best practices, the latest technology innovations and informed team members who focus on 
documents 24 hours a day.  

Home Team Advantage: A Real Estate Success Story

applying for a mortgage is another process that is largely defined—and delayed— 
by documents.

as every homeowner knows, buying a house or condo is a slow, tedious journey through a 
thicket of applications, w-2 forms, financial statements and other correspondence that must 
be carefully reviewed by buyers, banks, lawyers and armies of associates. each unwieldy 
application file moves from one pair of hands to another in a time-consuming, sequential 
process, like a relay race where everyone is encouraged to set their own pace.  

with each passing of the baton, the potential for losing or misplacing information grows. so 
does the possibility of errors. this makes a slow process even more laborious and exposes 
companies to the threat of significant fines.  

But what if the documents were e-files stored in a secure digital repository? information would 
be locked in place and document handoffs would be as easy as hitting send. multiple versions 
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of a document would be tightly controlled. errors would be minimized. and files would be 
prevented from tumbling into black holes.

in addition, because e-files reside in a centralized database, they can be simultaneously 
accessed by all who need them. Document usage can be readily monitored and managed, 
so that people review only what they are authorized to see. and technology tools like 
collaborative software can be implemented to accelerate the process further. this is true not 
only for mortgage firms, but for any application-intensive business.

what was once a sluggish, step-by-step, paper-based process can become a swift, accurate 
workflow enriched with greater collaboration and control. 

Consider the document management solution of the trident group, an affiliate of prudential 
fox and roach realtors (pfrr), the sixth largest real estate company in the united states. 
trident prides itself on being a one-stop shop for high-quality mortgage financing, title 
insurance and property and casualty coverage.

Being one of the best, however, means being one of the busiest—which means being buried in 
paper. (in fact, the mortgage group used to have monthly “basement days” where employees 
organized boxes of files for shipment to a storage facility, at a cost of $50,000 a year.)

using BlitzDocs® collaborative software, trident completely revamped the way it processed 
mortgage applications. the company’s paper-based document management practice was 
fully reengineered as a digital one. today at trident, brokers, originators, underwriters and 
other authorized participants have controlled access to mortgage application e-files, and can 
simultaneously review and manage them online.  

the company also integrated the BlitzDocs system with its mortgage supply chain software. 
this synthesis streamlined data validation and reduced the number of keystrokes required to 
process an application. 

as a consequence, trident has modernized its entire mortgage process, from origination and 
underwriting to due diligence and closing. Decisions are now made more quickly and loans are 
cleared with fewer delays, inaccuracies and obstacles. what’s more, lengthy file hunts are a 
thing of the past.

according to Christopher rosati, trident’s senior vice president and chief operating officer, 
employees would sometimes spend 30 minutes searching for a file. multiply 30 by hundreds 
of mortgage specialists and you end up with a considerable amount of hours that are now 
dedicated to processing applications, rather than pursuing them.
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equally important, trident has reduced its paper and toner usage by 60 percent and has 
eliminated substantial overnight delivery charges. so the company not only expedited a 
central business process, but also shed a fair amount of complexity and cost.

Documents and the Foreclosure Fiasco

one of the most alarming examples of reckless document speed can be found 
buried in the rubble of the recent mortgage crisis.

Virtually every root cause of the crisis is grounded in accelerated document 
mismanagement: loans quickly approved without a thorough review of financial 
documentation, “robo-signers” pushing through a torrent of forms with 
inaccurate or insufficient data, and the finger-pointing fiasco surrounding the 
foreclosures themselves.

allegations of dysfunctional paperwork procedures—including improper transfer 
of mortgages during securitization—forced major banks to halt foreclosures, 
resulting in an outpouring of questions around mortgage ownership.

as adam Levitin, associate professor of law at georgetown university, explained 
to the house financial services Committee:

if mortgages were not properly transferred in the securitization process, then 
mortgage-backed securities would in fact not be backed by any mortgages 
whatsoever.4

should banks end up owning millions of bad mortgage loans they thought were 
transferred to trusts, the resulting losses could be in the billions. and the impact 
on investors and the financial system would be devastating.

that explains why a game of financial hot potato quickly took hold, with each 
player tossing responsibility to the other. furthermore, the muddle led to legal 
proceedings such as the new Jersey-Countrywide case and the florida attorney 
general’s investigation into several foreclosure-related law firms.

while it is impossible to predict the ultimate cost of such litigation, a report 
released by the Congressional oversight panel estimated damages in the area 
of $52 billion.5

so where does the blame lie? in greed? in speed? in both? one answer might be 
found in a Wall Street Journal article covering the florida ag investigation:
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in the deposition, the employee alleged the firm routinely forged notarized 
documents amid closed-door screaming matches that broke out because 
files weren’t moved fast enough.6

if true—and even worse, if typical—then one reason we have arrived at the 
worst financial crisis since the Depression may be that we rushed along the way.

How Centralization Can Hasten Global Efforts

Let’s move beyond the worlds of real estate and litigation to the world at large—the bustling 
global marketplace.  

there are more growth opportunities outside your home turf than ever before. to capitalize 
on them, you have to reach people who speak many different languages and follow diverse 
customs, laws and rules. that means producing, translating and localizing all of your product- 
or service-related documentation in time for each market launch. in fact, you probably won’t 
be able to sell your new product or service until your marketing, sales support and technical 
documents are ready.

inefficiencies or quality-control problems at any step in the documentation process can slow 
you down considerably. reengineering the process to maximize the reuse of content can 
accelerate your globalization efforts and allow you to launch products in multiple markets at 
the same time.  

the concept is surprisingly straightforward. you create, translate and localize content, then store 
it in a centralized digital repository. this allows “chunks” of content to be reused in multiple 
documents instead of being recreated for different audiences. production is streamlined 
and greater consistency is ensured. additionally, the complex task of managing revisions is 
simplified, since even a minor update by a single user is immediately available to all.

Consider the impact of centralizing just one component of a product launch—for example, a 
user guide for a new laptop. one client of ours meets this challenge by managing the creation, 
translation and printing of 200 user guides in 26 different languages from a single site. here’s 
a typical scenario for one of the client’s european launches:

The race to bring a new laptop to market is on. Time is of the essence. The client’s major 
production facilities begin to gear up. Miles away, the company’s document center team is 
managing the development of the laptop’s user guide. Guide content is being written in—or 
translated into—the appropriate language, then designed and stored electronically. 
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Each manufacturing site orders its guides online via SAP and email. Once the orders have been 
approved, authorized print offices access the order information and electronic print files from 
a central database. The manuals are quickly printed, then delivered to a warehouse. Shortly 
before the laptop boxes rumble off the production line, the guides arrive and are popped inside. 
Just-in-time manuals for just-in-time manufacturing.

this visionary technology leader reworked its entire document life cycle, from creation and 
production to inventory and delivery. unnecessary delays have been engineered out of the 
process, new controls and efficiencies built in. Content is being updated at the last minute to 
address changes in product specs. translations are being managed as needed. and the data 
chunks mentioned earlier remain readily accessible—before, during and after a launch.  

equally important, these enhancements allowed the company to shave 25 percent off its 
production costs in the first year alone. another Xerox client, the italian motorcycle leader 
Ducati, achieved similar efficiencies (see “Ducati puts Documents on the fast track,” below).

when you combine a centralized document approach with best practices, innovative content 
management, advanced translation technologies and networks of translation and localization 
specialists, you speed up the development of high-quality product-related documentation for 
a global marketplace. that in turn, helps you accelerate time to market, launch in multiple 
markets at the same time … and maximize revenue opportunities around the world.

Ducati Puts Documents on the Fast Track

Ducati motor holding had reached a roadblock. its motorcycle production was 
picking up speed, growing from 12,000 to 41,000 bikes in just a few years. But 
the company’s user manuals and other documents were lagging behind.

Content was quickly obsolete. the processes for creating and delivering content 
were cumbersome and unnecessarily expensive. time to shift gears.

Ducati conducted an enterprise-wide analysis of its documentation from concept 
to completion. guided by the data, Ducati implemented a new streamlined 
process for authoring, designing, translating and delivering documents. 
forms were redesigned and new capabilities, such as one-to-one marketing, 
were introduced.

in addition, the array of office equipment scattered throughout the enterprise 
was consolidated, then complemented by more efficient document 
management. today, Ducati’s document content stays current and user 
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manuals are produced in a day, rather than two weeks. the company has 
also driven down printing costs by up to 23 percent. which proves that Ducati 
is clearly heading in the right direction.

Two Companies in Good Form

another illustration of fast, effective document management can be found in the workflow of 
a Xerox client who delivers health benefits to 75 million people worldwide.  

in the mid-2000s, the company faced an enormous challenge in the literal and figurative 
form of medicare part D. part D provides prescription drug insurance to u.s. seniors and was 
scheduled to go into effect on January 1, 2006. all eligible beneficiaries in the client’s network 
had to be informed about the new coverage and, if interested, enrolled.

it was a daunting task, compounded by the fact that the company serves more than one-fifth 
of all medicare recipients. the tight time frame and rigid deadline intensified the pressure. 
at the same time, the company was eager to simplify its medicare advantage enrollment 
procedures. so they outsourced the entire enrollment process, where it was reengineered to 
include advanced imaging technology and a streamlined workflow. the enrollment period 
soon shrank from a maximum of seven days to less than three.

enrollment time decreased even further when additional efficiencies were implemented at 
an off-site Xerox Center of excellence. today, applications are processed within 24 hours and 
processing costs are 35 percent lower.

Comparable gains were realized by an international shipping company that partnered with our 
aCs team. while this major player was known for its fast delivery of packages worldwide, its 
document processing cycles were struggling to keep up.

the client employed multinational scanning facilities to digitize a wide variety of multilingual, 
hard-copy shipping documents. the company’s slow, batch-based process was reborn as a real-
time, transaction-based workflow with more efficient data capture, processing and archiving. 
turnaround times dwindled from six hours to seven minutes. and processing cycles that used 
to hit speed bumps now propel the company toward success.

5 Questions to Help You Get Up to Speed

if you’re wondering whether better document management would matter to your business, 
look across your enterprise and identify areas where getting an answer faster or having 
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information more quickly would offer quantifiable benefits:  a product launch, a public works 
project, a sales campaign. then take your analysis further by answering five key questions:
•	  which critical documents need to be 100 percent accurate and on time for your business to 

meet its goals?
•	  Do your documents include rich content that requires rapid and/or shared access, use, 

review, etc.?
•	  Do you work with multiple third parties or external contributors who create, review, revise 

and/or collaborate on documents?
•	  what are the risks of mismanaging or delaying your documents (e.g., fines, penalties, 

lawsuits, lost revenue)?
•	  would there be material benefit in streamlining your document process(es) by a month 

or more?

your answers can help clarify the true purpose of your documents and even suggest processes 
that might have a need for speed. they may also reveal your initial areas of opportunity. By 
building on these starting points, you can employ accelerated, accurate document management 
to minimize your slowdowns and increase your momentum in a world that never stands still.  

at a recent Xerox conference, one of the analysts in attendance approached guest speaker 
tom seaver with a question about speed. the analyst asked the legendary baseball pitcher 
how hard he threw the ball in his prime. the mets hall of famer scowled and replied, “there are 
three important things about pitching—and yes, velocity is one, but location, and the ball’s 
movement are the others, and speed is the least important.”7

in short, speed without focus and control is worthless. But speed guided by both can mean the 
difference between racing ahead in a crowded, competitive field, and squinting at the heels of 
your rivals through a growing cloud of dust. 
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to create a customer.

that’s the explicit purpose of every business, according to management guru peter Drucker.1 
how do you do it? By convincing prospects that your product or service will help them achieve 
their goals.

in an ideal world, you could send your best sales representative around the globe to spread the 
word. But in the real world, that tactic falls somewhere between impractical and impossible, 
not to mention immeasurably expensive.

so instead, you create what David Levy, a leading information management scientist, calls 
“talking things”—documents that deliver your messages and speak on your behalf.2

unfortunately, these documents don’t always communicate correctly. or harmoniously. or in 
a voice that prospects find engaging.  

they fly through the mail and over the internet every day, yet documents are often meager 
stand-ins for gifted and insightful salespeople. many documents come across as self-
absorbed and ignorant of customer requirements. others show up at the door wearing the 
communications equivalent of wrinkled hand-me-downs. still others appear wholly uninterested 
in their audience, all but stifling a yawn.

Consequently, tools that should create customers begin to alienate them. prospects reject your 
offer, sign with a competitor or, in the case of existing customers, jump ship. and that means 
lost revenue.

ROI That’s MIA

although the chief marketing officers we meet represent diverse industries, they initially 
express a common complaint: their marketing efforts aren’t generating significant roi.  

according to a BrandWeek article, even the shiniest tools in the marketing toolbox—social 
media and digital direct marketing—aren’t making Cmos smile.3 the bottom line? Companies 
are investing heavily to increase sales, but end up increasing frustration instead.

revenue: the next generation

7
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there are a number of reasons for this stressful underperformance, from advertising clutter 
and information overload to media fragmentation and intense global competition. many of 
them are out of your control. however, there is something you can do. you can improve the 
effectiveness of your documents and make them work together more efficiently.

it helps to think of each prospect or customer document as a sales representative. as with any 
rep, your documents must not only have the right information, but must present it in a way 
that is clear, consistent and relevant to customers. only then can these “talking things” begin 
speaking in way that turns potential into profit.

Making Direct Marketing More Direct

take for example, direct mail. the Direct marketing association states that the average 
response rate for a direct mail campaign ranges from 1.65 percent to 3.86 percent.4 these 
numbers may not appear to be impressive, but they represent a de facto industry standard.

for some companies, that standard is not enough. innovative enterprises around the world 
are discovering ways to make long-standing direct marketing benchmarks seem like starting 
points. how? By implementing marketing approaches that boost the effectiveness of mailings 
and supersize their outcomes.

target is one such company. using Xmpie® variable data printing, this retail giant turned a 
static coupon mailer into a highly relevant, high-draw document. the coupon was redesigned 
to incorporate up to 20 variable components. the components were mixed and matched in a 
meaningful way for each recipient. for example, the coupon’s incentives were based on each 
customer’s unique purchasing history. Due to these changes, target increased its response 
rate by 50 percent. equally important, although the coupon grew in complexity, by bringing 
the project inhouse, target decreased operational costs by 30 percent. target was able to aim 
with greater accuracy and hit multiple bull’s-eyes—all while slicing expenses.

there are countless examples of similar direct marketing successes. poDi, the digital printing 
initiative, maintains a database of case studies that can be extremely informative  (www.podi.
com), as does peppers & rogers (www.1to1.com). these stories reflect a common theme—the 
smarter the document, the stronger the revenue. while there are many forces driving these 
achievements, the three that follow are at the top of the list.

Revenue Driver #1:  Making Messages Relevant 

a few years ago, researchers at the rochester institute of technology tested the impact 
of personalization, color and one-to-one content on direct mail response rates. Basic 
personalization boosted response rates by 44 percent. when color complemented the 
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personalization, the rates increased by 135 percent. when relevant, one-to-one content joined 
the mix, the numbers soared by over 500 percent.5  

why the startling leap? while personalization and relevant content may seem similar, they 
are distinctly different tools. anyone who has received a direct mail letter bearing his or her 
name has experienced personalization. But relevant content moves beyond name-dropping. 
it involves communicating one-to-one as if conversing with someone you know. it’s not “a 
special offer for Bob!” it’s “a special offer that you and your three daughters will love!” in 
short, it’s the difference between a monogrammed pocket and a custom-made shirt.

in the book The Trusted Advisor, David h. maister and his co-authors list the common attributes 
of the most trustworthy customer partners.6 the number 1 trait is “a predilection to focus on 
the client, rather than themselves.” number 2 expands on the idea: a “focus on the client as 
an individual, not as a person fulfilling a role.” relevant document content can help with both.

this rapidly evolving marketing discipline offers tremendous potential for building trust while 
increasing response rates and driving revenue growth across all channels—traditional direct 
mail, email campaigns, social media, viral videos and whatever new communication tool is 
emerging as you read this. yet while relevancy clearly works, it can be arduous to achieve, 
particularly without the help of external experts.

you have to gather, mine and analyze the right data. segment your audience. examine 
prospect/customer behaviors and histories. and ultimately? you have to make the right offer 
in the right way to the right person at the right time. But when it’s done right, as target and 
others have proven, it’s hard to go wrong.

Revenue Driver #2: Engineering for Maximum Impact

take a look at the development process behind many documents today: 

at the start of a project, writers and designers soak up information about markets, competitive 
products and prospect demographics. then focus groups, clients, account teams, creative 
directors and other voices chime in. Depending on the document, the result is likely to be 
a marvel of creativity. But all too often it fails to move the needle or deliver predictable 
responsiveness.

to remedy the situation, Xerox advocates a new paradigm: document development based on 
science more than art. in other words, a process where subjectivity is minimized and documents 
are engineered to achieve specific goals.

Let’s use the design of a bridge as an analogy. Before an engineer clicks on the first 
CaD screen, he or she carefully assesses a variety of factors such as wind conditions, soil 
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composition and traffic expectations. only after analyzing the data does the engineer 
design a stable, aerodynamic structure that can carry the predetermined load under highly 
specific circumstances. 

are aesthetics a vital part of the engineer’s development process? anyone who has viewed 
florida’s water-skimming seven mile Bridge or stood beneath the golden gate Bridge knows 
the answer is yes. But the process itself is not founded upon—nor steered by—subjectivity 
and creativity. it is a disciplined, data-driven approach based on a clear-cut understanding of 
geography, science and client goals.

Communication engineering follows a similar path. it is grounded in the analysis of client 
objectives, content requirements, market interest levels and the communications environment. 
“Document engineers” draw on behavioral science principles to develop text and graphics in a 
specific, methodical way. when they’re done, they too have created a bridge—one between 
an enterprise and its market. 

Keep in mind that communication engineering is not mere document redesign. it applies the 
science of communication effectiveness to the structure, organization and design of document 
content. the sidebar on the next page helps illustrate the concept:
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applying Communication engineering

in minimizing subjectivity, communication engineering maximizes predictability and 
effectiveness. the message gets through. recipients are motivated to take the desired action. 
and roi starts to grow. 
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Revenue Driver #3: Building Loyalty

in his best-selling book, Loyalty Rules, frederick reichheld states that a 5 percent increase in 
customer retention can increase profits by 25 percent to 95 percent. if, as an example, a credit 
card company were to increase its customer retention rate from 90 percent to 95 percent, total 
lifetime profits from a typical client will grow, on average, by 75 percent.7  a peppers & rogers 
group report reinforces the point:  

as reported  in the European Journal of Marketing, loyal customers are overwhelmingly 
more profitable, not only because they buy more, but also … because their cost-to-
serve is less. Loyal customers are also a company’s most productive marketing channel, 
because they provide authentic word-of-mouth referrals and serve as trustworthy 
advocates of the brand.8

not all customers offer the same potential value, of course. therefore, the goal is to 
increase loyalty among the most profitable customers. this not only contributes to 
revenue, but also lowers costs—it’s cheaper to mine the potential of a current customer 
than to unearth a new one.

perhaps that’s why customer loyalty programs are sprouting like wildflowers across today’s 
business landscape. yet, amidst all the buzz around customer retention, a Cmo Council report 
revealed that over 76 percent of senior-level marketers are not “realizing the full potential 
of their customer base.”9 unfortunately, a tool that is ideal for the job—the document—is 
significantly underutilized or, even worse, overlooked completely.

take a minute to view a typical business relationship from the customer’s perspective. when the 
courting begins, customers are wooed with high-quality, splashy marketing communications 
that say, “we care about you. we understand your needs. our outstanding products and 
services can help you achieve your goals.” 

once the engagement takes place, however, documents begin whispering a different message. 
one along the lines of, “now that you’re a customer, we can pretty much take you for granted.” 

why the sudden change in tenor and tone? for one, the responsibility of customer 
communication passes internally from marketing to operations. for another, post-acquisition 
documents are often viewed as an operational cost, which invites budget cuts and encourages 
lower quality work.

therefore, post-acquisition communications are likely to be unimpressive and ineffective. they 
fail to build strong, lasting relationships and undercut efforts to cross-sell and up-sell. these 
flawed documents not only represent missed opportunities to generate revenue, but can also 
undermine success.
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what’s more, they can be vague or confusing. and what do confused customers do? they 
call customer service. so the “economical” document ends up being anything but.  (one 
unfortunate insurer we know mailed 5,000 “low-cost” letters and found itself fielding over 
3,000 baffled callers.) no one wins. the customer is displeased. the service rep is grumpy from 
repeating the same explanation. and the call center’s budget director is perhaps unhappiest 
of all. 

the first step toward rectifying this situation is to recognize it. the documents you send to 
customers—at any stage, in any form—have an indelible impact on the overall quality of 
their experience. that affects your most prized asset—the relationship itself. the stronger 
your customer relationships, the greater the loyalty. the greater the loyalty, the more robust 
your revenue potential.  

Making the MOST of Your Documents’ Revenue Potential

there are many ways to maximize the revenue-driving potential of physical and digital 
documents. i’ve boiled it down to four strategic approaches that can help you make the most 
of these critical tools.

Mind-set—Consider all communications, whether to prospects or existing customers, as 
marketing communications.

One-to-one—Leverage the power of customization and relevancy in your pre- and post-
sale communications.

Sustain—Create a conversation that begins prior to acquisition and continues throughout 
the life of the relationship.

Transpromo—turn transactional documents, like invoices, into high-powered promotional 
vehicles. 

Let me briefly elaborate.

M—Mind-set 

Companies like target offer a good example of what can happen when a functional document 
is viewed as a marketing tool. this mind-set can serve any organization well. But first, the 
organization must remove the cost-center blinders that curtail its view of documents.  

Customer communications should no longer be perceived as sales versus support or as 
marketing versus operational. Dividing lines should be eliminated and all points of customer 
contact should be considered marketing communications. easier said than done, for sure. But 
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thinking about your communications in a new way—as revenue-driving relationship builders—
can yield tremendous results.

O—One-to-One 

once the perception of customer communication is upgraded from a cost center to an engine 
of growth, investing in relevant, one-to-one content makes complete business sense. after all, 
revenue growth is based on meeting short- and long-term customer needs. what better way 
to start than by demonstrating you actually understand those needs?

in fact, an infotrends study revealed that almost two-thirds of direct mail recipients preferred 
customer statements that included highly relevant, personalized offers to those that were 
accompanied by separate advertising inserts.10

while one-to-one communication may appear daunting, a good number of companies are 
already partway there: their databases are packed with valuable customer information. this 
information can be combined with other internal and external data to craft documents that 
are highly meaningful to target audiences and ultimately profitable for the enterprise.

a program recently undertaken by nJpaC, the new Jersey performing arts Center, offers a 
great example. Like most arts organizations, nJpaC was facing the threat of declining audience 
members due to challenging financial times. the number of subscriptions had begun to fall 
and those who did subscribe were starting to attend fewer performances.

rather than wait in the wings, nJpaC adhered to shakespeare’s belief that “action is eloquence.” 
the company introduced a one-to-one communications program that placed the likes and 
interests of its customers at center stage. and the early reviews are extremely promising.  

S—Sustain 

no relationship can succeed when one of the participants stops talking. yet that’s essentially 
what happens in many business relationships. the enthusiastic communication that kicks off 
the customer relationship trickles to a silence, broken by the occasional plea for payment or 
requisite product notice.  

Consider this alternative: an ongoing, multichannel conversation that begins prior to 
acquisition, continues during onboarding and extends through the life of the relationship. in 
other words, all your pre- and post-sale touchpoints—direct mail, email, invoices, websites, 
personalized urLs (purLs), statement stuffers, social media, viral videos, etc.—are united as a 
single customer communication process.
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this integrated, big picture approach can help you deliver a consistent, high-quality 
customer experience, regardless of format or channel. it also offers opportunities to cross-
sell and up-sell, as well as to improve customer retention and brand value. additionally, 
relevant documents can be used to collect customer feedback, generating insights to keep 
your future messages pertinent.

T—Transpromo 

all too often, companies disregard one of the most invaluable customer communication 
tools—transactional documents such as invoices and customer statements. according to 
infotrends, nearly 32 billion of these business-as-usual documents are distributed each year 
in the united states alone. typical readership rates? an astounding 95 percent in north 
america and over 98 percent in western europe. that’s more than 10 times the rate of direct 
mail. and the average reading time is three to four minutes.11 yet, these 32 billion customer 
touchpoints are virtually shunned as marketing opportunities.

with one-to-one marketing and communication engineering, you can turn these documents 
into a dynamic form of communication called “transpromo”—transactional and promotional 
content integrated in a single document. with transpromo, your documents don’t just request 
payment or provide account updates. they also include highly relevant information and 
offers. Consequently, customers are more likely to engage in a conversation about buying 
additional products or services.

in one well known case, Best western used the power of transpromo documents to increase 
revenues by 30 percent and boost roi even more.12 in another, humana reengineered its 
benefits statement to include extensive customized information, resulting in an award-winning 
document that increased customer retention by 17 percent.13

some transpromo adopters go so far as to sell ad space to other companies. Case in point—a 
bank in israel that included ads from a local retailer on its customer statements. the bank 
generated significant ad revenue; the retailer gained $2 million via a remarkable 44 percent 
response rate.14

as eric Clapton sings, “it’s in the way that you use it.” when you witness the way visionary 
companies employ “basic” communications to drive revenue, it’s not surprising to learn that 
infotrends projects 48.5 percent compounded annual growth in transpromo, from 3.8 billion 
impressions in 2009 to 27.5 billion in 2013.15 transpromo documents offer an opportunity to 
place key messages in customers’ hands. savvy companies are making sure the opportunity 
doesn’t slip through theirs.
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making the most of your Documents’ revenue potential

The Challenges of Meaningful Communication

so why isn’t every company making the most of its document management process? and 
why, more often than not, are the three revenue drivers discussed earlier idling in neutral or 
even worse, stuck in reverse?

the previously mentioned Cmo Council survey provides a clue to the answer:

marketers felt that their lack of real-time data and analytics was a critical roadblock to 
having customer insights into customer retention, profitability and lifetime value. while 
customer data continued to remain in functional silos spread across the organization, 
marketing found that what data was accessible was often incomplete and inaccurate.16

in other words, the vision of a meaningful, sustained customer conversation is blocked by 
logistical obstacles. this is a very real problem, because the logistics are complicated. in fact, 
Xerox research reveals that there are at least 30 distinct steps in a true, multichannel, one-to-
one campaign. these steps range from strategy development and data management to cross-
media delivery, response measurement and campaign analytics.

few companies have the in-house expertise to manage this communications spectrum 
efficiently and cost-effectively, particularly as budgets get tighter. that’s why many look 
outside the organization for a strategic partner.  

here are three innovators who are drawing on outsourcing to improve their customer 
communication process and, as a consequence, are increasing revenue.

The City of Cleveland—Bringing Revenue up to Speed 

Cleveland’s traffic cameras capture potential driver infractions with great speed and 
accuracy. in its initial implementation, the program was completely separate from the city’s 
parking enforcement system. two parallel, one-way streets. But Cleveland soon merged the 
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processes and paperwork. the result? motorists now inquire about, dispute and pay their 
parking and moving violations using a single system, regardless of whether the driver is 
online, on-site, on the phone or using u.s. mail.  

hard-copy correspondence for both programs is scanned into the same central database, 
where it is accessed in real-time by authorized city, court, police and contractor staff. this 
has not only led to streamlined services for Cleveland’s drivers, but also to higher ticket 
revenue. each program increased its collection rates by approximately 70 percent. now, 
Cleveland’s tickets are processed with fewer roadblocks and its citizens no longer get caught 
in online traffic jams.

Scottish Widows—Better Service = Greater Revenue Potential

in 1812, a small group of eminent scotsmen met in a coffee house to discuss establishing, “a 
general fund for securing provisions to widows, sisters and other females.” By the time the men 
relinquished their empty cups, scotland’s first mutual life office, the scottish widows fund Life 
assurance society, was born.

today, scottish widows is a leading financial services firm that offers life assurance, pensions, 
savings and investment products. a division of the renowned Lloyds Banking group, the 
company retains its revenue edge, in part, through one-to-one marketing communications 
delivered via cost-effective document production.

we work in close partnership with scottish widows to manage the company’s seamless end-
to-end workflow for marketing and customer documents. this involves the creation, design, 
printing, distribution, storage and logistics of approximately 1,600 projects at any one time. in 
many cases, data is pulled from disparate it systems to produce personalized materials that 
speak to customers as individuals. 

in short, we focus on the documents so that the company’s employees can focus on customers. 
says John arthur, scottish widows Client relationship manager, “we have five or six different 
workstreams and over 75 to 80 individual service labels that we continually measure and 
monitor. [we] give our customers an opportunity and a chance to feedback on where we do 
really well and areas that they think maybe we could expand our services or improve.”

By learning more about customer needs, scottish widows is better positioned to provide 
revenue-generating services that meet them. or, to quote one of the company’s first customers, 
sir walter scott, scottish widows is abiding by a “six word formula for success: think things 
through—then follow through.”

imagine if every business did.
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McGraw-Hill Construction—Building a Smarter Solution

mcgraw-hill Construction is the leading provider of information and data resources to the $4.6 
trillion construction industry. a few years ago, the company’s mhs Dodge division decided 
to change the way it added new architectural plans, specs and other construction-related 
materials to its vast subscriber database. 

at the time, employees in five geographically dispersed imaging facilities digitized hard copy 
documents by scanning each document twice—once for microfilm, once for a digital image 
file. not an easy task, especially when you’re updating 65,000 projects a day. tim ryan, the 
company’s senior vice president of operations, captured the challenge succinctly:

it’s not easy to take millions of documents, scan them, keep them all together, index 
them for keyword searches and then transmit them to different locations and different 
databases at the same time for repurposing into different media.

mcgraw-hill knew they needed to build a better solution. and they did. the company 
consolidated its regional imaging operations into an off-site center of excellence, introducing 
new efficiencies into the document conversion process. in addition, they called on Xerox to 
provide print production, fulfillment, CD-rom production and data delivery services.

new content is now available to subscribers within 24 hours and the amount of available 
data has increased substantially. furthermore, technologies like optical Character recognition 
and data mining make it possible for subscribers to find highly specific information. as an 
outgrowth of this solution, mcgraw-hill has also introduced new information “packages” that 
are generating additional revenue streams.  

Turning Documents into Revenue Generators

when all is said and done, the “documents equal revenue” message is fairly simple: ineffective 
communication leaves significant revenue on the table.

the irony is that most companies already have the tools they need to begin leveraging these 
overlooked sales opportunities: Databases of untapped, relevant information. thousands, 
maybe millions, of transactional documents.  and most importantly, customers who are eager 
to hear from them.

when used strategically and thoughtfully, those “talking things” i mentioned earlier will 
not only deliver your messages effectively, but will also speak directly and meaningfully 
to each customer.
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if you want to be a productive citizen in the new economy, you need to be adept at handling 
information. that means adept at evaluating information, processing information and drawing 
on information to make decisions. in short, you need to be a knowledge worker. why? Because 
knowledge workers are increasingly driving value creation in today’s enterprises.

as outsourcing and offshoring continue to absorb “easy” productivity tasks such as customer 
service, the functions that remain in-house tend to represent an organization’s core business. 
more often than not, that core involves collecting and managing information. those who quickly 
leverage information to make smarter decisions—getting it right the first time around—are 
more likely to succeed.

that’s why increasing knowledge-worker productivity has become one of the principal 
challenges facing today’s enterprises. it’s a tricky task made even thornier by an ever-growing 
tsunami of information flooding our 24/7 global landscape. however, if you increase the 
quality and quantity of employee output within this complex new world, you generate a world 
of benefits:

Decision making becomes informed and expedient. products and services reach markets with 
greater efficiency. and profits go up. you also gain the financial resources necessary to attract 
and retain talented employees, invest in innovation and infrastructure, reward shareholders 
and achieve just about every other goal on the corporate agenda.

in fact, you could say that increased productivity is the most powerful cylinder in the economic 
engine. after all, when you enhance productivity, you drive growth. But how do you boost 
organizational productivity in the 21st century economy? it’s a dramatically different 
undertaking than in the past because the nature of work has changed substantially. 

From Manufacturing to Managing

in the days of henry ford, productivity measurement was fairly concrete. how many model t’s 
are rolling off the assembly line? how much steel is being produced for every hour of labor?

output could be captured in a straightforward set of numbers. then scientific management 
techniques could be applied to increase efficiency, provide training and tools and enhance 
employee morale. that, in turn, generated more widgets.

advancing Knowledge-worker productivity

8
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however, in most developed economies today, organizations are not powered by assembly-
line workers, but by a new breed of employee—one who works with information, knowledge 
and ideas. noted management consultant peter Drucker anticipated this sea change more 
than 50 years ago when he added “knowledge worker” to the business lexicon.1

Knowledge workers now constitute a substantial percentage of the workforce in the developed 
world. But numbers alone do not capture their significance. Knowledge workers manage the 
most valuable assets of the information age—the data, information, business intelligence 
and intellectual property that, in aggregate, constitute organizational brainpower. 

says Drucker:

the most important, and indeed the truly unique, contribution of management in 
the 20th century was the fifty-fold increase in the productivity of the manual worker 
in manufacturing. the most important contribution management needs to make in 
the 21th century is similarly to increase the productivity of knowledge work and the 
knowledge worker.2

stephen Covey agrees. in The 8th Habit: From Effectiveness to Greatness, the best-selling 
author writes:

Quality knowledge work is so valuable that unleashing its potential offers 
organizations an extraordinary opportunity for value creation.3

But you can’t unleash the potential of knowledge work without understanding how to 
measure what you’re enhancing. and that’s not easy. 

Making Information More Productive

rather than take their place on an assembly line, knowledge workers often carry their work 
with them. you don’t see sparks and dust flying when they tackle a task, because the heavy 
lifting takes place in the quiet chambers of the brain, as well as in their interactions with other 
knowledge workers.

what’s more, their tasks are hard to define and may change every day, with no visible output 
beyond an idea. in addition, the collaborative nature of their work can make it difficult to 
determine who is contributing what. and it may take years before the value of a project can 
be assessed. 

frederick taylor, the father of scientific management, would be tearing his hair out. with so 
many issues around measuring the productivity of knowledge workers, it would seem almost 
impossible to improve it. 
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yet the solution is fairly simple. to increase the productivity of knowledge workers, you need to 
improve the way they work with knowledge. if you transform the dynamic processes involved 
in the management of information, you build a strong foundation for productivity gains. 

therefore, the central challenge of the 21st century workforce lies in leveraging information in 
the smartest, most productive way possible. that means:
•	 enabling secure access to relevant information
•	 ensuring that information is current and accurate
•	 organizing information so that it can be understood and evaluated 
•	 using analytics to extract meaning from vast troves of information 
•	 fostering information sharing and collaboration 

these five steps are proving to be invaluable as the workplace continues to evolve from an 
environment of cogs to one of cognition. 

The Case for Case Management

as the ford-era production mentality drifts further into the past, the idea of knowledge workers 
as “case managers” is emerging to take its place. instead of working with project pieces passed 
sequentially from one employee to another, individuals are increasingly managing “cases” 
from start to finish. 

think of a bank officer handling a loan request or a claims analyst managing a disability claim. 
the knowledge worker interfaces with a series of people, but handles more of the actual work, 
hopefully adding value as he or she moves the case along.

while the word “case” may call to mind social workers or lawyers, an independent forrester 
research report defines dynamic case management as:

a highly structured, but also collaborative, dynamic and information-intensive process 
that is driven by outside events and requires incremental and progressive responses 
from the business domain handling the case. examples of case folders include a patient 
record, a lawsuit, an insurance claim or a contract, and the case folder would include 
all the documents, data, collaboration artifacts, policies, rules, analytics and other 
information needed to process and manage the case.4

the case manager concept is not new, but it is being reexamined in the light of today’s 
business challenges. in its modern form, dynamic case management is a combination of 
business process management, enterprise content management, business analytics and event 
processing. what unites these diverse elements? Documents. Documents wind their way 
through a case from the moment it’s opened until the day the file clicks shut.
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therefore, if you improve the efficiency of a case’s document processes, you enhance the 
productivity of the knowledge worker, which in turn advances the productivity of the enterprise.  

Enabling Access to Current Information

there is one simple step almost every organization can take to kick-start document-related 
productivity: digitizing documents. 

By converting hard-copy materials into e-forms, you can remove tedious, time-consuming 
tasks such as filling out documents, distributing hard copies, filing and storage. you also enable 
greater information access and sharing. and you ensure currency because content can be 
updated in real time by authorized users.

unfortunately, with increased access comes increased risk. that means information security 
is essential. you need to build rock-solid systems that restrict access to authorized users and 
include security measures such as firewalls and detailed audit trails. in doing so, you gain 
productivity and protection.

By enabling broad, secure document access, you can streamline everything from accounts 
payable and hr benefits management to onboarding and discovery in litigation. even 
conceptual processes, such as those shaped by creativity or innovation, can be strengthened.

Dow Chemical provides an ideal example. for well over a century, innovation has been the 
cornerstone of Dow’s success. the company prides itself on leading “the business of change—
rearranging atoms and reshaping molecules to create new materials and new technologies.”5 
one can only imagine the rich document library that preserves the company’s past achievements 
while serving as a foundation for future advancements.

Dow’s vast library has continually expanded as the company has grown, fueled in part by 
mergers and acquisitions. in 2001 alone, Dow purchased six companies and merged with 
union Carbide. naturally, Dow’s scientists were eager to have these new document collections 
seamlessly integrated into the company’s global knowledge base.

“a scientist works by leveraging what’s already been done and then carrying it further,” explains 
anne e. rogers, leader of Dow Chemical’s proprietary information services. “the easier you 
can make it for a scientist to discover what’s already been done, the faster you can bring new 
products from idea to market.”

Dow set about digitizing 5.5 million pages of documents. many were not typical “pages.” 
the collection included handwritten notes, oversized blueprints, hardcover books that had 
to be unbound and product samples glued to loose sheets of paper. additionally, some of 
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the library’s most treasured pieces were rare, crumbling onionskin documents with fading ink. 
preserving and safeguarding these mission-critical materials was paramount.

once the project was complete, the company’s worldwide r&D scientists and strategic 
partners gained global desktop access to the complete collection of research documents. 
what happened next? access levels quadrupled. r&D was streamlined. and time to market 
shrank measurably. the company was even able to redeploy staff for additional productivity 
gains. today, Dow’s document library is in better shape than ever and, as founder herbert h. 
Dow put it: “if you can’t do it better, why do it?”6

Bringing Order and Meaning to the Data Chaos

providing access without structure is like creating a pathway to the edge of a vast, overgrown 
jungle. to avoid losing users in the wilderness, companies must organize their information in 
a way that allows employees to readily extract meaning. this has never been more important 
than it is today, when “information overload” is proving to be an understatement. 

where does most enterprise information reside? in documents—both internal and external.

take, as an example, health care. in a 2010 New York Times article, Dr. pauline Chen wrote:

Documentation takes up as much of a third of a physician’s workday … having become 
physicians in order to work with patients, doctors instead find themselves facing piles 
of charts and encounter and billing forms, as well as the innumerable bureaucratic 
permutations of dozens of health insurance companies.7

Clearly, Dr. Chen and her colleagues have plenty of information access. what they don’t have 
is information structure. and the article doesn’t even mention the unstructured electronic 
information that adds to their burden. 

putting it simply, access alone won’t cut it. to realize document-related productivity 
improvements, you also need to organize information in a way that makes sense for the 
enterprise and makes life easier for its employees. users need to be able to quickly find what 
they need and efficiently derive meaning from it, thereby making smarter decisions.

as recently as a few years ago, this was a daunting task. But advanced searching, cataloging, 
indexing and tagging technologies—such as meta tags—now enable content to be efficiently 
structured and accessed in a pointed way. it’s a cake-and-eat-it-too solution: content is 
liberated and accessible, yet tightly managed and controlled.  

one recent content management solution implemented by a Xerox client took this idea to new 
heights. Documents were labeled with bar codes that contained data about online routing 
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paths and storage locations. when a document was scanned into the network, it guided itself 
to the appropriate reviewers and ultimately to its final database destination. more than just 
“smart,” these materials were essentially self-aware.

search engines are also becoming astute. no longer content to drum up long lists of web 
pages, computational knowledge engines like wolfram|alpha are synthesizing information on 
our behalf, presenting a single result in a structured, relevant format—e.g., as a direct answer, 
chart, math calculation, nutrition label, etc. Communication concepts like semantics and 
language nuance are influencing the way search engines “think,” enabling them to become 
more focused and deductive. perhaps the best example of this is watson, the iBm computer 
that bested two human Jeopardy opponents through recognition of natural language, 
including puns and double meanings.

whether traditional or advanced, search engines are a beloved tool. “google” would never 
have become a verb if they weren’t. therefore, employees are beginning to call for real-time 
search capabilities inside the firewall. if you can scour the entire web for a morsel of data, why 
can’t you hunt within your own company network? 

Because of technologies like these, the traditional three-step information hunt—find the right 
document, open it and scroll through the haystack in search of the needle—is becoming a thing 
of the past. instead, information expeditions are as fast as searching a structured database. 
employees obtain the content they need immediately. it’s like taking a direct, nonstop flight 
to the information you want instead of wasting time with layovers or accidentally boarding 
the wrong plane. and the shorter the flight, the less time you spend up in the air.

Productivity Where You Least Expect It

By capitalizing on the approaches detailed in these pages, organizations across 
industries are able to gain new efficiencies and realize productivity improvements, 
often where you least expect them. here are three examples:

The Doctor’s Office. a medicaid agency implemented electronic health records 
so that patient information could be securely shared with physicians and other 
related agencies. Doctors now have access to each patient’s treatment history 
(including er and specialist visits), as well as to treatment plans from other 
providers. tightly coordinated care, fully informed decisions.

The Toll Booth. the new Jersey turnpike authority steered its failing e-Zpass 
program into the fast lane by expanding website documents, extending 
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customer service hours and converting 122 miles of road to open tolling. the 
result? 863,000 e-Zpass accounts quickly grew to 1.8 million and revenue shifted 
into high gear. 

The County Seat.  Denton County, texas, digitized more than 1.2 million land and 
vital statistic records, including deeds, birth certificates and marriage licenses. 
Citizens securely access the information online, driving 200,000 transactions a 
year and generating $1 million in savings (everything really is bigger in texas).

Fostering Collaboration

famed football coach Vince Lombardi said, “the achievements of an organization are the 
results of the combined effort of each individual.”8

Did Lombardi’s “organization” have access to playbooks and game plans? absolutely. was 
information structured in a useful way? it had to be. But what really made Lombardi’s packers 
a winning team was collaboration. 

Collaboration is no less important when running toward business goals. fortunately, a myriad 
of technology tools—infrastructure-embedded and cloud-based—can help streamline the 
process. whether videoconferencing on skype®, sharing materials via BlitzDocs®, commenting 
on a powerpoint presentation through microsoft Live meeting®, or forwarding sales leads over 
Linkedin®, collaboration has never been easier. 

when e-files are housed in a single, shared repository or stored in the cloud, employees no 
longer pass documents to one another in a time-consuming, sequential process. instead, 
knowledge workers simultaneously review documents, provide input and take action, aided by 
version control tools. and that has a tremendous impact on productivity.

at Xerox, we are currently developing a pioneering document solution that delivers collaborative 
network benefits to health care. one potential application revolves around post-care facility 
placement for hospital patients.  here’s a typical “before” scenario:

Karen has just had successful heart surgery and needs to be discharged to a rehab facility. The 
hospital’s placement coordinator begins calling local sites to find an available bed. 

The first facility isn’t sure what they have, but promises to call back. The second has no 
protocols for cardiac patients. The third has an opening, but not until the following week. 
The response of the fourth is, “Sorry, but the woman who does that is out to lunch.” The fifth 
is almost sure Karen can be accommodated but, “Could you fax over the paperwork first?” 

http://www.xerox.com/downloads/usa/en/gdo/casestudies/gdo_casestudy_allegiance_health.pdf?CMP=PRNT-BTWLines
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Meanwhile, two facilities in the next town have exactly what Karen needs, but they’re not on 
the hospital’s call list. 

Adding their opinions to the scramble are Karen’s physician, her nurses, the social worker, the 
payer, the home health agency for Karen’s follow-up care, and, of course, Karen and her family. 
Eventually, an opening is found. But the patient coordinator discovers at the last minute that 
Karen requires an oversized bed. Karen’s transfer is canceled and the cycle starts all over.

the problems with this process are fairly obvious. inaccessible external information. incomplete 
internal information. Lack of coordination. time-devouring phone calls and faxes. plus the 
financial strain on the hospital, which keeps Karen longer than it should, and the emotional 
burden on Karen and her family.

now, envision an “after” world where Karen’s placement involves a collaborative  
network solution:  

The hospital placement coordinator pulls up Karen’s record on his desktop system. Karen’s 
e-folder contains all the criteria for her post-hospital care, including the need for an 
oversized bed, her cardiac protocols and any related insurance information (while meeting 
HIPAA requirements). 

The coordinator begins his online search. He has direct access to the available beds at rehab 
facilities, group homes, assisted living facilities and other sites, local and out of state. The 
facility information is detailed—bed types, staff, protocols—and updated in real-time. The 
coordinator makes his decision based on data that is complete, current and accurate. Within 
minutes, he finds the perfect opening in the next town. A few taps on the keyboard and Karen, 
her family and her hospital team can be certain she’ll get the care she needs.

this after-care example involves a single knowledge worker. Just imagine what would happen 
if these proficiencies were achieved throughout an enterprise.

another force driving the move toward productive collaboration is social networking. sites 
like facebook® and twitter® are increasing the expectation that we can easily and instantly 
connect with others. tools such as crowdsourcing and fan pages are encouraging customers 
to add their voice to the business conversation. and online sharing, whether opinions or baby 
photos, is becoming a part of the air we breathe. many enterprises are still at the socially 
awkward stage, wondering how to approach the dazzling new superstar. But it’s clear that the 
collaborative nature of social technologies holds great potential for enterprise efficiency. 

Facilitating Smarter Decision Making 

although knowledge workers are engaged in a diversity of tasks, they share a common job 
function—making decisions that have a significant impact on the company’s present and 
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future. in a way, decision making is the “critical app” of knowledge work. good decisions move 
your business forward. Bad ones set it back.

an attorney’s decision in a key litigation matter can save a company a billion dollars or result 
in financial catastrophe. a physician’s decision can have a life-or-death impact on a patient. 
an engineer’s decision about the design of an overpass can improve the lives of commuters 
or threaten their safety. add up the multitude of decisions like these in any given organization 
and the significance is monumental.

when you broaden access to well organized document content and enable collaborative 
workflows, you improve the quality of decision making at both the individual and group level. 
the City of Dallas is experiencing this firsthand thanks to the digitization of more than 100,000 
engineering drawings used by its water department for repair and maintenance. 

when the Dallas project is complete, field crews will be able to access relevant information 
at the point of need—alongside a leaky water main, for instance—rather than drive to 
department headquarters, rummage through files for a hard-to-find document, then return to 
the original site to fix the problem. that means decisions about minor fixes or life-threatening 
disruptions can be made with greater speed and confidence. 

the leaders of this dynamic, business-oriented city also converted their paper-based city hall 
fax machines to a digital system, saving time for key administrators and busy staff members.

“we’re able to move documents quickly, scanning documents, and so now we just send things 
to each other so much easier and faster,” said assistant City manager Jill Jordan. “it’s really 
been a great improvement for all of us, because we’re able to do our work so much easier and 
quicker and more efficiently.”

public sector solutions like that of Dallas provide better service for citizens and ultimately 
conserve tax dollars. But comparable benefits can be gained by any company that improves 
its decision-making process. one tool positioned to play an appreciable role in this area is 
predictive analytics. Like computational search engines, these technologies extract meaning 
from enormous amounts of data, much of it stored in documents. But unlike search engines, 
they deal in projections and likelihoods. 

as predictive tools assume greater business responsibility, information that was once the 
exclusive domain of statisticians will be more readily available to knowledge workers. analytic 
insights will aid in anticipating customer behaviors, projecting prospect responses, forecasting 
product sales and otherwise envisioning an enterprise’s future. all of which contribute to 
smarter decisions. 
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and what do smarter decisions really mean? fewer mistakes and faster results, regardless of 
your industry. what’s more, you’ll be spared the consequences of many ill-advised (or just 
plain bad) decisions. that means less rework, fewer problems at the 11th hour and a reduced 
need for costly damage control. it’s productivity, with the added benefit of prevention.

Keep Improving the Improvements

access. Currency. organization. Collaboration. analytics. Decision making. 

each can be optimized on behalf of your knowledge workers when you take a strategic approach 
to the management of documents and the information they contain. it’s all part of the effort 
to help your most valuable employees do a better job of serving customers … developing new 
products and services … solving problems … and shortening the distance between strategies 
and goals.

By improving knowledge-worker productivity, you improve organizational performance. it’s 
that simple. the faster—and sooner—you move your organization forward, the more likely 
you are to leave the competition behind.

it’s also critical to remember that productivity improvements are anything but static. if you’re 
accelerating the wheels of progress, don’t take your foot off the gas pedal. your workflow 
enhancements must continually be enhanced. as Jim Collins wrote in the business best-seller 
Built to Last:

the critical question asked by a visionary company is not “how well are we doing?’ 
or “how can we do well?” or “how do we have to perform to meet the competition?” 
for these companies, the critical question is “how can we do better tomorrow than we 
did today?” they institutionalize this question as a way of life—a habit of mind and 
action. superb execution and performance naturally come to the visionary companies 
not so much as an end goal, but as the residual result of a never-ending cycle of self-
stimulated improvement and investment for the future.9

and isn’t that what productivity is all about?
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any company can make a brand promise. But only the best companies keep them.

most enterprises do an admirable job of initially presenting themselves to their prospects. 
their brand message is expressed in an interesting way; their brand image is set up well. 
But the brands that endure do something more—they maintain consistent, high standards 
throughout the customer life cycle, sweating the details at every customer touchpoint.

effective branding is a precise and mindful endeavor that you can’t fake. it’s apparent in every 
document and at every stage of the customer experience, including pre-sales, sales, onboarding 
and up-selling. when you do it well, you gain a competitive advantage—customers pay more 
simply because of the brand.

when a brand is deeply thoughtful and carefully engineered, it provides rich, tangible value. 
that’s the upside. the downside? if you don’t manage the details of your brand well, the brand 
itself can be destroyed. smart document management helps ensure that doesn’t happen. 

The Power of Effective Branding

there’s no doubt that branding is a hot topic in offices around the world.  amazon.com has 
more than 2,500 brand-related books. a google search on “brand building” turns up 8.6 million 
hits in a fraction of a second.

But what exactly is a brand and how do documents help build it?  

to answer the first half of the question, let’s consult the most popular brand in online 
encyclopedias. according to wikipedia, a brand is “a name, sign, symbol, slogan or anything 
that is used to identify and distinguish a specific product, service or business.”

renowned marketing guru seth godin offers his own spin:

a brand is the set of expectations, memories, stories and relationships that, taken 
together, account for a consumer’s decision to choose one product or service over 
another. if the consumer (whether it’s a business, a buyer, a voter or a donor) doesn’t 
pay a premium, make a selection or spread the word, then no brand value exists for 
that consumer.1

sweating the Details of the Brand

9
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inherent in godin’s description is the message that a brand is not a logo or a product or a 
website alone. it’s a dynamic combination of all those elements, plus many others, including 
documents, organizational culture and customer interactions.   

more than just a recognizable flag to wave at the world, your brand directly or indirectly leads 
to revenue growth—or decline—because it elicits a response from your consumers. it’s your 
job to make sure the response is favorable.

the executive director of the Brand institute at emory university, rajendra srivastata, 
puts it this way: “a brand really lies between the two ears of the consumer. the company 
owns the physical brand, of course. But the value of the brand really is what it means to 
the consumer.”

The Struggle to Quantify Brand Value

in the winter of 2010, the Credit suisse research institute released a report on the “great 
Brands of tomorrow.” the study concluded that “companies that focus on brand-building 
consistently generate outsize, long-term growth, profitability and return.”2

as Forbes writer allen adamson noted, the report was a milestone of sorts. it indicated that 
the investment community was finally recognizing the bottom-line importance of a hard-to-
quantify asset: a brand.

not that the concept is new. for years, business professors and branding agencies have 
pondered the financial value of leading brands. some have concocted complex einsteinian 
calculations. others advocate a simple equation: market capitalization minus tangible book 
value equals brand value.  

for instance, before the recent recession, the market value of harley Davidson was 
calculated at more than 100 times its book value. and the brand value of Coca-Cola, 
perhaps the world’s most widely recognized product name, has been estimated to be worth 
approximately $67 billion.3

another often-cited reference is the phillip morris purchase of Kraft in 1988. Kraft’s price tag 
was close to six times the company’s apparent worth based on concrete assets like inventory, 
buildings and equipment. why the phenomenal markup? the famous Kraft brand.

it’s no wonder that the world’s largest brand consultancy, interbrand, likes to quote John 
stuart, an early Quaker oats Ceo, who said, “if this business were split up, i would give you 
the land and bricks and mortar, and i would take the brands and trade marks and i would fare 
better than you.”4
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Ensuring Consistency at Every Touchpoint

as the preceding examples illustrate, your brand is one of your most valuable assets in the 
modern business world. however, brand value is not constant. and not every organization 
manages its brand well.

a quick glance at interbrand’s annual list of the 100 Best Global Brands drives home the 
point. in 2010, 10 companies made the list for the first time. that means 10 other well-known 
companies were eliminated. even organizations that remain on the list can see their brand 
value swiftly evaporate. in the 2009 list, one financial services company was estimated to 
have lost 50 percent of its brand value in a single year.5

Clearly, brand value is a volatile substance. Like mercury in a thermometer, it can go up or down 
in a hurry. that’s why it needs to be carefully developed, nurtured, managed and maintained. 
one way to do this is to drive clarity and consistency through all your customer touchpoints, 
reinforcing the value to your customers in a way that’s uniquely you. writer ted matthews 
expressed the point concisely in a post on Canadian Business Online:

your company’s brand is what people think of you, and that’s shaped by every interaction 
you have with your market. it is therefore crucial to ensure that every touchpoint with 
your company is consistent, that you present a clear and unvarying sense of what 
you’re all about.6

the touchpoints matthews references are the key building blocks of customer relationships. 
they represent every personal, print and digital interaction you have with your customers in 
and across channels. they may be traditional interactions—such as sales calls—or web 2.0 
connections, like a twitter blast or a mobile marketing campaign. the smart use of touchpoints 
is the difference between a winning brand and an also-ran.

many companies are masters at this. they range from major multinational corporations like 
Disney to niche companies like Burt’s Bees personal care products.

another good example is the famed insurance company Lloyds Banking group, better known 
as Lloyds of London. for centuries, Lloyds has managed to maintain a consistent, high-quality 
image—a single, strong brand that endures today, even with 16 million customers, 90,000 
employees and 2,000 locations across 27 countries.

a portion of Lloyds’ image stems from the unusual insurance policies the firm has written, 
such as those for tina turner’s legs and Keith richards’ fingers. however, since its 17th century 
founding as a provider of marine insurance, the company has sweated the details of its brand, 
establishing itself as the premier provider of specialist insurance.
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in fact, Lloyds is such a proponent of brand value that its website has an entire section 
devoted to the importance of the Lloyds brand. here’s just a sampling:

we are all responsible for bringing our brand idea to life by ensuring that it is reflected 
in everything we say and do during the working day. we all have a part to play … 
the [brand] has to be implemented across the entire range of our communications, 
including our website, intranet publications, newsletters, stationery, business cards, 
powerpoint presentations, events, merchandise and media relations.

and by “brand” Lloyds doesn’t mean exclusively “look and feel.” they’re also talking about their 
clearly articulated values: an appetite for risk, expertise and intuition, agility and dependability. 
in short, a brand personality they describe as “confidence and flair.”

one way Lloyds meets its branding goals is through a full range of outsourced document 
services. working with Xerox, Lloyds reinforces the power and consistency of its long-standing 
brand through unified creative services, document production and publishing, transaction 
document printing, warehousing, imaging and e-print sourcing.

Xerox is comparably vigilant about its brand. in fact, we faced our own brand issues when 
we transitioned from a copier/printer company to a services partner who helps manage 
information. Brand clarity and consistency were key. so were customer needs. 

even a detail like our logo graphic was thoughtfully created to ensure meaning. the sphere 
provides a sense of “global” and “movement” while the lowercase “x” represents our connections 
to customers, partners, industry and innovation. ultimately, our customers inform all aspects 
of our brand. as Xerox Cmo Christa Carone aptly put it, “our message is more powerful when 
spoken through our customers.”

Avoiding the Disconnect between Up-Front and Follow-Up

why is document consistency so vital to a brand? Because documents—in all forms—act as 
brand ambassadors.  they are special diplomatic representatives of your enterprise, interacting 
with customers at every stage of a relationship:

they generate awareness. they help acquire new customers. they facilitate onboarding. they 
maintain and deepen connections. and they provide essential information and guidance 
about the products and services that led to your customer relationships in the first place. 

it’s important to use your ambassadors wisely, maximizing their impact and value in all 
prospect and customer communications. and the most important word in the preceding 
sentence is “all.”
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enrollment forms. new account information packets. Benefits statements. Bills and invoices. 
policy changes and updates. Loyalty programs. user guides. Cross-selling and up-selling 
communications. email notifications and alerts. mobile phone messages. and so on.

for instance, one year after one of my colleagues bought a new car, the manufacturer sent her 
an anniversary gift—an elegantly packaged pen with a thank-you note. she’s a customer of 
that car company for life because they used a direct-mail touchpoint cleverly (and she loves 
the car).

regardless of the touchpoint’s form, it affects a customer’s perception of your brand. even 
something as simple as product packaging sends a direct message about who you are. Just 
ask any gift recipient whose face has brightened at the sight of an unmistakable blue box from 
a certain high-end jewelry store. Brand masters like tiffany recognize that in the eyes of their 
customers, the package is the company.

microsoft is equally savvy. there isn’t a pC user in the world who doesn’t recognize the windows 
four-pane brandmark. in fact, we worked with a microsoft production partner, mediaware 
Digital Ltd. in Dublin, to help ensure consistency in windows 7 packaging. as mediaware 
printed multilingual windows boxes on demand, it was essential to maintain microsoft’s 
brand identity across all languages.

yet as critical as these communications may be, many companies suffer from a disconnect 
between “follow-up” touchpoints and the “up-front” image presented in ad campaigns, social 
media and other high-profile marketing programs. this inconsistency can undermine a brand 
by raising questions about its authenticity.

think of it this way. a sophisticated, energetic sales rep in a crisp armani suit walks in your 
door. he is completely engaging and expresses genuine concern for your best interests. he 
listens to you. he tells you how important you are to his company. and he offers a product or 
service that seems like a perfect fit. you sign on the dotted line, feeling confident and happy 
as the rep walks away.

the next day, a second company rep arrives. his hair is uncombed. his beard hasn’t seen a 
razor in days. and his splattered overalls are more thrift store than armani. he halfheartedly 
installs your new product or service, finishing with a curt, “sorry, that’s the best i can do.” 
when you protest, he replies, “we have a million customers. i’m not really worried about you.”  

as the rep shuffles toward his battered van, your perception of the company heads south in 
a hurry. a simplified analogy, i admit. yet this is the split personality many companies project 
when they fail to maintain brand consistency throughout their customer communications.
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Keeping the Pink Panther on the Prowl 

owens Corning is a perfect example of a business that understands the importance of 
consistent branding.  

for almost 30 years, the company has used the iconic pink panther character as its official 
brand spokesperson. the coral cartoon cat can be found spinning a globe on the website home 
page or peering out from a performance warranty or clutching a pawful of money on a tax 
credit form.  

Chosen to reflect the color of the company’s insulation products (dyed pink for visual 
contrast), the pink panther has come to mean owens Corning in the consumer’s mind. even 
the company’s phone number, 1-800-get-pinK, reinforces the brand identity (not to mention 
the company’s trademark on the word pinK).

so when owens Corning made a sizable acquisition that increased employees outside the 
united states by 50 percent, they were concerned about potential inconsistencies and 
inefficiencies among their documents. a valid concern since the document pile included 
thousands of technical publications, hr and marketing materials, and other business 
communication. to ensure that no one led the beloved panther down the wrong path, the 
company implemented a fully integrated global document management system.

the solution included four key components:
•	  Centralized print production and fulfillment services that helped owens Corning maintain 

consistency and achieve 100 percent on-time delivery 
•	  an end-to-end Lean six sigma Document production analysis of the document supply 

chain, which uncovered areas for process improvement
•	 Content management and translation services across a wide variety of global publications
•	  Digital print-on-Demand (poD) capabilities for producing high quality documents in 

smaller, cost-effective quantities

today, whether consumers are looking at documents that bear the pink panther, le panthère 
rose or de roze panter, the brand that comes through is still unmistakably owens Corning.

Getting on Board with Onboarding

one often overlooked touchpoint in the communications process is onboarding—
the stage where a company acquires a new customer or partner. according to 
an independent april forrester report: “Customer onboarding lags behind other 
business processes in both the quality of the customer experience and costs. 
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the poor state of customer onboarding results in customers abandoning the 
application process, loss of customers, regulatory fines and damage to the 
corporate brand.” 7 

yet onboarding represents an all-important customer touchpoint. it welcomes 
a “stranger” to your organization and provides a glimpse of what’s ahead. 
some visionary companies are preventing customers from falling through 
the onboarding cracks by making sure the cracks never form. using tools like 
enterprise Content management (eCm), communication engineering and 
centralized document production, these prudent enterprises are leveraging 
onboarding to reinforce brand affinity.

for example, they’re producing highly personalized welcome kits and 
prepopulating forms with information customers have already provided. this 
immediately sends two messages: we know who you are and we’ll make life easy 
for you.

the need to capitalize on onboarding documents will only intensify as customer 
interactions continue to evolve from face-to-face to face-to-screen. Commoditized 
processes are being automated with greater frequency and mandates around 
“wet” signatures are changing. effective onboarding can infuse your initial 
customer touchpoints with simplicity and even warmth, building better 
relationships right from the start. 

 Apple:  Branding’s iGenius

it is almost impossible to discuss brands without mentioning apple. Just about every branding 
expert sings the praises of this innovative leader.

“it’s a really powerful brand,” wrote robin rusch, editor of Brandchannel.com.  “the 
overwhelming presence of apple comes through in everything they do.”8

Creativity. originality. people-friendly technology. and an “it” factor that’s out of this world.  it’s 
all part of the powerful apple brand, reinforced at every customer touchpoint. whether you’re 
looking at packaging, watching an ad or interacting with a genius Bar employee, it’s clear you’re 
having an apple experience. not to mention the experience the stores themselves afford.

Branding expert marc gobé, author of Emotional Branding, describes apple’s retail environment 
this way:  “filled with light and a pleasing combination of green glass, modern gray tones and 
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the now pervasive white products, from iBooks to ipods, the store makes you feel like you are 
in the California home of someone who knows everything and then some about the next wave 
in computer technology.”9

even a person who has never seen an apple store can probably conjure up a pretty accurate 
picture of the place. that’s a tribute to the power of the brand.

“regardless of the field you’re in, you can learn something from apple about messaging—
consistency,” wrote Carmine gallo, a communication skills coach, in online Business Week.10

the brand management experts at apple work overtime to achieve their world-class uniformity, 
mindfully avoiding the disconnect mentioned earlier. and their results are measurable. in the 
1990s, many “experts” considered apple a has-been. in may 2010, the company shot past 
microsoft to become the largest technology company in the world.11

groundbreaking, beautifully designed products are clearly the prime factor in apple’s 
remarkable turnaround. But the company’s consistent brand likely claims the cherished second 
spot. owning the newest apple innovation isn’t just about product function. it’s about the 
personal cachet of the brand itself.

the satirical news publication The Onion captured this emotional need with tongue firmly in 
cheek when they covered the introduction of the ipad:

to ensure that its users receive the constant public attention they crave, the ipad will 
emit the phrase, “hey, does that guy have an ipad?” every eight minutes.12

what other brand would even warrant a joke like that?  

Five Possible Reasons Your Brand Isn’t Apple

if brand consistency is so incredibly important, why isn’t it commonplace? why, instead, do we 
continually discuss brands using an apple-to-oranges comparison?

Based on what Xerox has experienced with its clients, five reasons continually surface:

1.  Fragmented, decentralized communications. in many organizations, one group handles 
high-level brand management, while other groups produce the “routine” documents 
necessary for ongoing customer communication.  

2.  Cost-center myopia. post-sale communications are often viewed as a cost center, so 
organizations economize on development and production, rather than reengineer these 
documents to improve the customer experience.

3.  Minimal touchpoint unity. many companies lack a big-picture view of their touchpoints, 
missing the fact that each one strengthens, maintains or detracts from the brand.
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4.  Taking customers for granted. remarkably few companies build on their brand to deepen 
relationships with existing customers.

5.  Ineffectual documents. Businesses frequently send out documents that are poorly designed or 
vastly underutilized, hindering a short-lived opportunity to make a customer connection.

as an outgrowth of these organizational oversights, post-sale communications are frequently 
relegated to second-class status. they are also often unappealing, confusing or presented in 
a way that implies that the customer’s business is a given. these are not perceptions any 
company wants to create, particularly in a world where social media word of mouth is becoming 
the most powerful form of marketing.

Maintaining Brand Quality throughout the Customer Life Cycle

the good news is that there are steps you can take to eliminate the communications disconnect 
and ensure brand consistency. as an added bonus, these measures can also lead to greater 
cost control and higher quality.

Tear down the silos.  start by recognizing that all your prospect and customer communications 
are brand-building opportunities. take the silos apart and bring your communication 
fragments together. how? By developing an enterprise-wide strategy that unites your 
multichannel touchpoints.

Communicate on a one-to-one basis. Customers and prospects want to be treated like 
individuals. it is more critical than ever to speak to them in a personalized way. one-to-one 
programs can be developed with the help of outsourcing partners who handle everything 
from data management and creative development to production and multichannel 
distribution. when done well, personalized communications are invaluable in promoting 
brand allegiance.  

for example, recipients of a highly personal new york mets mailer were delighted when 
the team used Xmpie technology to add each fan’s name to a photo of a mets jersey.

a story i heard at a recent Xerox meeting further illustrates the point. a colleague of mine 
met her husband while both were attending syracuse university (a school with its own 
distinct brand—any particular color come to mind?). they married after graduation and 
updated their alumni profiles.  

since then, the couple has received an annual Valentine’s Day card from their alma mater. 
inside the card is a note wishing them well, a reference to a local hot spot they may 
remember and, of course, a donation form. using basic database information, s.u. is able 
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to make a personal connection and position itself as Cupid. what happily married couple 
could resist saying thanks?

Leverage your 95 percent readership rate. according to infotrends market research, 
documents like invoices, account statements and benefits sheets have a remarkable 
readership rate of 95 percent in north america and 98 percent plus in western europe.13 
Billions of these documents are distributed every year, representing a prime brand-building 
opportunity. with the help of content and design experts, you can reengineer these 
communications to include personal information, aid in up-selling or cross-selling, advertise 
third-party solutions and otherwise captivate your captive audience.

Add color to the play-by-play. your brand is presented in color on tV, in ads and across 
the internet. people expect to see color. why not add it to operational communications 
like invoices, emails and manuals? new print-on-demand capabilities and color production 
technologies make it easy and affordable. you’ll not only reinforce consistency, but also 
potentially increase sales.

Engineer perplexity out of the process. the operational documents mentioned above 
often cause customer confusion. how much do i owe? which benefit program is mine? 
this can lead to costly call-center inquiries and payment delays. the situation grows worse 
when customer documents don’t match the support rep’s on-screen forms. resolutions 
slow down as customer frustration heats up. But when documents are redesigned to 
simplify comprehension (e.g., highlighting action steps, due dates, etc.) and are aligned 
across all channels, you can deliver greater customer value and enhance your brand. 

one Xerox client, aliant, a leading Canadian telecommunications provider, did just that. 
the company recast its invoice as an effective brand-building tool, while reducing call 
center demands in the process. another client, northwest airlines, was able to slash 
customer calls by 50 percent—and promote brand fidelity—with an online self-service 
solution developed by our aCs team. and the regence group turned a complex health 
benefits form into a powerful customer retention tool (see Strengthening Brand Loyalty).

Keep the conversation going. the goal of a sound brand strategy isn’t to support a single 
touchpoint. it’s to merge all your pre- and post-sale communications into a continuous, 
two-way conversation that improves customer loyalty, deepens your understanding of 
customer needs and improves the overall perception of your brand. once you’ve started 
talking, don’t stop. 
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Strengthening Brand Loyalty with Communication Engineering

the regence group, an award-winning health insurer, was experiencing 
unexpected document pains. its explanation of benefits (eoB) form—which 
offers transactional information about plan use—was causing confusion among 
the company’s 2.5 million members. Customer service specialists were fielding a 
flood of unnecessary calls from members who had trouble understanding their 
benefits and costs due to a jumble of jargon and codes.  

realizing that member exasperation could erode customer loyalty and lead to 
member loss, the company developed a remedy. no easy task. eoBs are complex 
documents that include dynamic information on a multitude of products and 
services, drawn from a variety of databases. they are also heavily regulated, 
which means legal, marketing, it and other stakeholders needed to be involved.

the regence solution involved communication engineering, a specialized service 
that uses design and content development techniques based on behavioral 
insights into the human communications process. working with Xerox, regence 
conducted a series of Knowledge exchange workshops with all key stakeholders 
and collected Voice of the Customer input. then we worked together to develop 
and refine a prototype form.

Comprehension stumbling blocks were identified and eliminated. form navigation 
was simplified. Critical information and calls to action were highlighted. and 
new information, such as year-to-date benefits and out-of-pocket expenses, 
was added. in short, the form was redesigned to present information of greater 
relevance in a clearer, more logical way. 

according to Carol rouzpay, regence Director of member operations, “one of 
our core strategies is to enable our members to make informed decisions about 
their health care. and this redesigned eoB gives us the opportunity to provide 
members with transactional information as well as educational and health-
related information.”

equally key, a routine document is now a cost-reducing brand loyalty tool.

the sidebar on the next page helps illustrate the concept:
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regence Communication engineering: explanation of Benefits form

Before

After

Print Data:
Plan Subscriber:
Subscriber ID:
Group Name:
Group ID:

01/03/08
MARY A. SAMPLE
123456789012 
GREEN LANDSCAPING
33445566

Wish you had your own personal health coach?
You can. Go to myRegence.com for details.

Claims Detail How your benefits were used to calculate these claims.

Patient: AMARY A. SAMPLE
Patient Year of Birth: 01/01/78
Patient Account with Provider: 167867867-22233344440788345

Claim ID: 886677766888

Claim ID: 886677766888

MARGARET MARY JONES ZANCANELU
STRONG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, OUTPATIENT CLINIC
4442 DAYTON ROAD
DAYTON ID 83664$$$ Most Expesive

Date of 
Service

Service
Description

Amount
Charged By

Provider
Amount Not

Covered
Regence

Member Rate Co-Pay Deductible
Remaining

Amount

12/22/07

12/22/07

12/22/07 Medical

Medical

Radiology

Explanation of Benefits
This document shows how benefits were applied to recent

claims. It also calculates member responsibility.

THIS IS NOT A BILL.

Pricing is based on the maximum allowance for the service billed by this provider.

Pricing is based on the maximum allowance for the service billed by this provider.

Pricing is based on the maximum allowance for the service billed by this provider.

$80.00   - $20.00  = $60.00   - $6.00   -

6.00   -

8.00   -

$0.00   -

$0.00   - $0.00   -

$0.00   -$0.00   -

$30.00   =

$30.00   =

$30.00   -

30.00   -

40.00   - 40.00   -

45.00   -

55.00   -

15.00   -

15.00   -

We processed three claims on your behalf.

Contact the provider(s) to arrange payment,
if not already paid.

Total Regence Paid: $80.00
Other insurance paid $20.00

Total Member
Responsibility
To Provider(s):

$50.00

Amount
Regence Paid

Member’s
Responsibilty

To Provider
$24.00

$80.00 $50.00

$36.00

24.00 6.00

8.0032.00

Amount not covered +
Detuctable + Co-insurance

Amount not covered +
Co-insurance

Amount not covered +
Co-insurance

Catagory J Provider

Member’s
Co-insurance

30.00 x 20%

30.00 x 20%

40.00 x 20%

Totals for this claim

Use of color to aid in customer comprehension

Promotion of alternative choices to member’s advantage 

Financial impact of member’s provider choice

Explanation of document purpose – what it is and isn’t

Immediate clarification of contract payment and member’s responsibility

1

5

5

3
4

6

2

7
1 1

6

4

32

7
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Bringing the Best of Your Brand to Every Touchpoint

while great creative and a solid strategy are essential to exceptional brands, they’re really 
just a starting point. what makes a brand beloved are its details, the way it’s deployed and 
managed, the standards it maintains—the quality of printed materials, the consistency of 
message, the touches that define products and services, and the personal connections that 
set the brand apart. Documents are essential to all of it. integrated, enterprise-wide 
management of your pre- and post-sale communications is an invaluable way to reinforce 
brand authenticity and impact.

the need to do so cannot be overstated, particularly in an age where facebook “Likes” are as 
valid as expert endorsements, and disgruntled yelp reviewers can tarnish a business’s 
reputation in a day. it is more difficult than ever to control the market’s conversation about 
your brand. therefore, it is more important than ever to manage your brand well.

in Lovemarks: The Future Beyond Brands, a.g. Lafley, the former chairman, president and 
Ceo of procter & gamble, said:

the best brands consistently win two crucial moments of truth. the first moment 
occurs at the store shelf, when a consumer decides whether to buy one brand or 
another. the second occurs at home, when she uses the brand—and is delighted, or 
isn’t. Brands that win these moments of truth again and again earn a special place in 
consumers’ hearts and minds; the strongest of these establish a lifelong bond with 
consumers.14

regardless of whether your organization produces consumer goods, every company has its 
moments of truth. they are represented by your customer touchpoints. and documents can 
help you maximize them.
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We’re all working together; that’s the secret. 
sam walton

when economic think tanks like the milken institute calculate business costs, the formula 
usually includes factors such as wages, taxes, utilities and real estate. But every experienced 
organizational leader knows there are many costs that are far more challenging to capture or 
even categorize: the cost of adhering to outdated routines while competitors zoom forward 
on the wings of advanced technology. the cost of redundant or overlapping job functions. the 
cost of a disgruntled employee sharing opinions on facebook. 

and the cost of poorly managed documents.

if you’re like most companies, your document generation is likely to be fragmented. print 
production is scattered among internal and external resources; desktop devices are as common 
as weeds and just as hard to control. 

time and again, we meet with prospects who are surprised to discover just how much 
this fragmented document production is costing them. it’s easy to see why. as a result of 
widespread fragmentation, no one in the enterprise “owns” document costs or has an end-
to-end view of document production. that makes it impossible to capture expenses or drive 
cost improvements.

Compounding the situation are dollar-wasters that are even harder to detect—inefficient 
document processes. workflow flaws like poor content control, redundant tasks, misplaced 
materials and time-consuming sequential reviews fuel skyrocketing costs.

the good news? Because document expenditures are so frequently overlooked, they provide a 
tremendous opportunity for savings. if you implement document efficiencies, cost-efficiencies 
will follow.

easier said than done, of course. each area of potential cost reduction—print production, 
desktop devices, document processes—offers an increasing degree of complexity. 

for many companies, print production tends to provide the simplest first step because the costs 
are easier to get your hands around. Desktop sprawl is a little trickier as it involves tracking 

the significant gains of  
Document Cost reduction

10
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down far-flung devices and changing workforce behaviors. process redesign is, of course, the 
most effortful of all, but when it’s done well, it’s the holy grail of cost reduction.

Before discussing each area further, let’s step back and look at how the cracks formed in 
today’s splintered environment.

Why Enterprise Documents End Up in Pieces

Document production usually begins in one corner of the organization, the purview of a select 
few. as companies evolve or expand, individual departments assume their own document 
responsibilities. then enterprise-wide functional areas, like hr or finance, start having a say. 
this internal dissonance is exacerbated by an external cacophony of old and new print 
vendors who offer digital and offset services, multiple levels of paper quality, a diverse range 
of inks and ever-expanding capabilities. 

Keeping track of the chaos is a job few people seem to have, want or even realize is necessary. 
redundancies abound and any potential economies of scale are tipped off balance. this lack 
of centralization and control leads in one direction—toward rising print costs. it also results 
in little or no awareness of total print spend. 

it doesn’t help that many of the people responsible for purchasing external printing have no 
related training or expertise. nor should they. they’re finance professionals and marketing 
experts and administrative aides. in fact, less than one-third of purchasers are true print 
buyers. yet they’re grappling with paper weight and caliper, the discrepancies between pC 
color and printed color, production cost-efficiencies and other issues that weren’t in their 
original job description. what’s more, every wrong decision has an associated cost. 

most print vendors will gladly guide you through production entanglements, but even so, 
buying print is a manual, time-consuming chore. an iDC u.s. survey found that 36 percent of 
medium and large companies outsource print procurement.1 that means the rest are calling 
vendors on the phone, filling out job tickets, following up and worrying about a job until it rolls 
off the press. all that wasted time equals wasted dollars.

you would think that in-house printer and copier advancements or the proliferation of desktop 
devices would minimize the problem. after all, anyone can run out to staples at lunch, pick up 
a new desktop printer and be back in time to grab a sandwich. unfortunately, all too often, 
they do. and it’s only made matters worse.
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The Distributed Desktop Dilemma

It looks as though some of the fragments are themselves 
 forming  their own sub-fragments. 

Don yeomans

yeomans, a respected u.s. senior research scientist, was referencing a comet, but he could 
easily have been describing the document production sprawl of today’s offices. the document 
fragments of the modern enterprise continually spawn sub-fragments, resulting in a 
proliferation of stand-alone and shared printers, copiers, faxes and multifunctional peripheral 
devices, plus software to link them all.

Very few organizations have insight into the mounting costs of this complex, distributed 
environment. most don’t even know how many devices they own—completely understandable 
since a few clicks on officemax.com can instantly change the total. 

Because document generation isn’t treated as a managed area, there’s no big-picture view 
of who is using what, let alone when, where, how and why. But there are plenty of big-picture 
issues. here’s how Quocirca, the european business and it analysts, describes the environment:

a tangled mix of old and new hardware, requiring a myriad of different and incompatible 
software and consumables. ownership is often fragmented across departments, 
locations or geographies and lack of centralized print management tools means that 
there is little or no visibility, or control, into usage and costs, let alone managing the 
issues that the inherent security risks of today’s generation of advanced networked 
multifunction peripherals present to an information-rich organization.2

if an enterprise were to track the cost of its printers, it would have to redefine “cost” to include 
maintenance, upgrades, training, paper, toner, ink, etc. the enterprise might also encounter 
an unexpected expense—the cost of low utilization. through our many client assessments, we 
have found that, on average, employees use their printers 1-2 percent of the time. whether 
active or not, these printers are drawing power, intensifying the cost drain while creating a 
sustainability issue. 

unfortunately, it’s difficult to solve these problems when companies don’t realize they exist. 
yet our work in this area has shown that uniting fragmented document fiefdoms not only 
corrals costs, but actually reduces them.
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135,000 P&G Employees, 1 Printer

One of the true tests of leadership is the ability to recognize a  
problem before it becomes an emergency. 

humorist arnold h. glasow

two years ago, proctor & gamble was facing a situation not unlike what i’ve described 
above. 135,000 employees in 80 countries were using 45,000 individual copiers, printers, 
scanners, fax machines and other devices. (we know. we helped count them.) an average 
of four employees shared each device, with every one of the company’s 200 worldwide 
facilities free to make its own purchases.

“it was absolutely not efficient,” says Caroline Basyn, p&g’s director of global business 
services. “i wanted to manage the whole worldwide fleet as if it were one printer.”

to do so, this global consumer products leader implemented a solution that combined 
managed print services (mps) with Lean six sigma quality improvement. the p&g project 
team worked with employees to capture, measure and track document processes throughout 
the organization. individual and group interviews were held, with employees performing a 
multitude of diverse document-related tasks, some to the ticking of a stopwatch. 

Based on the team’s findings, document-driven processes were reengineered and the 
company’s worldwide print operations were outsourced. p&g trimmed its 45,000 printers 
and copiers to a fleet of 10,000, with approximately 14 employees sharing each device. 
furthermore, 8 million fewer p&g pages now roll off the presses.

although p&g’s transition is still under way, more than two-thirds of the company’s sites 
have adopted the mps solution. the results make it look as if the company’s mr. Clean® 
magic eraser® has been wiping away expenses. printing costs are down by 21 percent. 
paper consumption by 30 percent. energy costs by another 30 percent. equally notable, 
the combination of mps and Lean six sigma is saving a typical p&g user more than 200 
minutes each year (a company-wide savings of 138 business days—practically half a year 
of extra time).

“managed print services gives them minutes back in their day,” Basyn concludes, “so they 
can focus on taking care of business rather than printing.”
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The 3 Main Causes of Excessive Print Spend

•				No	 clear	 demarcation	 of	 responsibility	 for	 the	 print	 infrastructure	 nor	 any	
central oversight, forcing multiple departments to operate independently 

•				Device	 acquisition	 based	 on	 individual	 and	 departmental	 demands,	 with	
little consideration for the overall needs of the business, resulting in an 
overabundance of devices (sometimes as high as 60 percent)

•			Operational	costs,	such	as	supplies	and	service,	expensed	at	the	departmental	
level, obscuring total running costs—which frequently outweigh purchase 
expenditures

Managed Print Services: Cutting Costs, Not Corners 

Change before you have to. 
Jack welch

what defines managed print services? the details vary from case to case, but in general, mps 
involves the use of an external provider to analyze, produce and manage document output. 

the first step—a Lean six sigma assessment of print assets—is usually an eye-opener. at 
Xerox, we deploy tools across the client’s network to locate each asset and evaluate its 
usage: how often are you printing? how many supplies are you ordering? how frequently 
do printers break down?  slowly, we move the client from zero visibility to a view that rivals 
google earth. 

then we analyze the information to reveal what the client is actually spending. it’s a 
number that often elicits a response somewhere between surprise and shock. guided by 
these metrics, we begin implementing efficiencies that can include: 
•	 removing workflow steps to streamline processes and make people more productive
•	 minimizing the handling of information to reduce error rates and prevent lost documents
•	 Digitizing hard-copy documents to enable shared, real-time access
•	 employing technology to automate inefficient manual tasks
•	 exploring the use of outsourcing or offshoring. 
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obviously, i’ve simplified a highly variable process. But the outcome is consistent: fragmentation 
and silos disappear, replaced by structured, centralized print management that often delivers 
immediate cost savings of 20-30 percent. 

it’s not surprising that Quocirca summarized the advantages of mps in this way:

managed print services offer organisations the opportunity to control costs, reduce the 
complexity of managing a heterogeneous infrastructure and improve business 
processes. with many organisations striving to do more with less, mps can cut both 
capital and operational expenses. now is the time to tackle the huge cost and 
productivity drain represented by an unmanaged print environment.3

How KeyCorp Unlocked Hidden Savings

whether working with an mps vendor or managing printing in-house, you can cut costs by 
transitioning from a traditional technology procurement strategy, which emphasizes lower 
component costs, to a centrally managed service, which focuses on reducing total cost of 
ownership (tCo). that’s the initial step KeyCorp, the fortune 500 financial services firm, took 
when their printing infrastructure became difficult to manage and control.

“we didn’t have a clear picture of what our true print costs were,” says angie masini-sloan, 
Vice president and Director of KeyCorp’s enterprise technology Client services. “the utility 
model we implemented … has really enabled us to get more control over our document 
management resources and spending.”

the print costs generated by KeyCorp’s 985 branches ended up being 50 percent higher than 
the company had estimated. once the streamlined solution was in place, however, KeyCorp 
realized significant operational savings. additionally, paper consumption decreased by 30 
percent and the employee-to-device ratio improved from 1.5 to 1 to 5.4 to 1.

KeyCorp is not alone in leveraging the strengths of unwasteful document services. 
reuters, the global news agency, employed mps to reduce total Cost of ownership by 20 
percent. Carillion, one of the u.K.’s leading construction companies, generated savings 
of about a million dollars in the first six months. and through better document device 
management, Baptist st. anthony, an award-winning Vha member, reduced print-related 
costs by 90 percent. 

12 Questions to Ask Potential MPS Vendors

if you are considering an mps solution, this list of questions can help you evaluate 
potential vendors:
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1. what processes will you put in place to drive down output costs?

2. what proof do you have that your processes work?

3. are your operations global in scale and do they offer 24/7 service?

4. what measures will you use to monitor cost reduction and provide projections?

5. how will you maintain output quality and equipment availability?  

6. how will you monitor end-user satisfaction?

7.  what evidence do you have that your solution will serve us well—and devices 
will be used to their fullest advantage—over time?

8. Can you accurately provide product-related metrics? how?

9.  where is your support network located, how many people are involved and 
how does it adapt to different cultures, languages, etc.?

10. what are your disaster recovery plans?

11.  what experience do you have with mps and how many devices are currently 
under contract?

12. what mps innovations have you developed?

The Far-Reaching Impact of Smarter Document Processes

It’s the little things that make the big things possible. 
J. willard marriott

there’s a tree at echo Caves in south africa with roots that reach 400 feet into the ground, 
the deepest any roots have ever penetrated. think of that tree’s trunk and branches as your 
documents and their production. now think of its roots as the workflow processes related 
to your documents. what you see above the surface—document creation, printing and 
distribution—is nothing compared to the complexity hiding below. 

that is why fragmented document production is only part of the cost reduction story. inefficient 
document processes fill the other chapters. at a much greater expense.

there is dollar consumption at every stage of a document-driven process, whether the 
documents relate to accounts payable, benefits processing or product development, e.g. 
processing costs, mailroom costs, the costs of tracking documents, overall management costs.

to capture and trim those expenditures, it’s essential to map the end-to-end flow of a 
document—how it moves and the costs it creates along its journey.
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Clarifying the Role of Documents

try to envision a business that doesn’t rely on digital or hard-copy documents. it’s nearly 
impossible. as mentioned earlier, documents are involved in everything from accounting and 
product engineering to compliance and customer service. yet document management is 
often inexpedient, underutilized or—like printing—decentralized. it’s not uncommon for 
companies to rely on outdated, ineffective document processes simply because “we’ve 
always done it that way.” Current business directions only confound the situation. a quick 
snapshot of virtually any trend reveals a blurry document process in the background. mergers 
and acquisitions lead to awkwardly integrated document workflows. workforce reductions 
stretch the idea of document-related multitasking to the point where doing too much means 
too little gets done well. and global expansion can twist a simple document task into a rube 
goldberg contrivance. 

therefore, it’s beneficial for any enterprise to step back and ask a critical question: Do 
documents play an important role in your organization or do they represent your core 
business? unless you’re a publisher or a company like Xerox, the answer is probably “important 
role.”  for the vast majority of companies, document management isn’t a core competency. 
Documents aren’t what the company does, they’re the tools that help the company do it. 
that being the case, every minute an employee spends managing a document is a minute 
stolen from the enterprise’s essential business. 

granted, you can’t engineer document interactions out of the workday. nor would you want 
to. But you can manage documents better, particularly if your document-related processes 
are inconsistent and scattered. that’s what marriott international inc. discovered when they 
standardized accounts payable throughout their organization.

prior to implementing the payable efficiencies, this global lodging leader relied on a time-
consuming, paper-based process to manage 2 million invoices each year. the process varied 
from one marriott organization to another, with each group developing its own approach. as 
multiple in-house imaging operations sprang up worldwide, marriott realized that its guest 
service expertise was being squandered on document management. that’s when the 
company’s information resources team checked in.

this visionary group incorporated accounts payable into marriott’s emerging shared services 
model. all mailroom, imaging and content management functions were outsourced to a 
global network of shared service centers. in addition, ap workflow was fully reengineered. 
time-consuming steps were replaced by automation. processes were redesigned to exploit 
new digital technologies. invoice processing capacity was quadrupled. and a paper-laden 
workstream soon became virtually paperless. 
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thousands of users throughout marriott now log invoice data into a central enterprise 
resource planning (erp) system. when they tap send, the document “arrives” at a service 
center for imaging and hosting. once there, it’s available to all authorized users for review and 
processing. 

“we’re saving on labor and technology,” says michael Cullen, senior Vice president for marriott 
Business services. “we’re getting better reporting and more control. and it’s helping hotel 
managers spend more time taking care of our guests.”

Rethinking the Document Status Quo

Chains of habit are too light to be felt until they are too heavy to be broken. 
warren Buffett

the recent economic crisis is forcing companies across industries to look deeply at the areas 
in which their organization generates spend, employing aggressive measures to drive returns. 
whether exemplified by a hiring freeze or an investment partnership, the mantra is “Do more 
with less.” and the search is on for innovative ways to make it happen.  

streamlined document management processes can help. they reduce the costs associated 
with workflow redundancies, outdated practices, prolonged business cycles and the other 
obstacles mentioned throughout these pages. additionally, when document processes are 
outsourced, savings extend to capital equipment, it support and staffing, not to mention the 
cost-efficiencies of best practices, economies of scale and state-of-the-art technology.

Let’s use Creative services as an example. Companies frequently rely on a variety of Creative 
services firms to create and disseminate documents: high-end brand strategists. high-priced 
ad agencies. Design firms. freelancers. in-house graphic specialists. in short, a large number of 
service providers operating independently, each with its own price tag.

the result is an onerous bundle of direct and indirect costs—everything from hidden project 
management fees to agency markups, which can range from 20 to 60 percent. you might also 
incur the expense of reusing your own materials, harshly discovering who really owns your 
company’s digital images and print files.

in situations like this, it’s difficult to focus on document spend because it’s not managed by a 
single, C-level executive. it’s spread across many departments, with expenses allocated along 
multiple budget lines. this lack of transparency makes costs difficult to evidence and therefore 
impossible to control in a meaningful way. 
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perhaps that’s why more companies are outsourcing their document services and processes. 
according to iDC, outsourced print/imaging services in the united states are expected to 
grow at a compound annual rate of 9.8 percent from 2009-2014, with Canada outdistancing 
the united states at 16.9 percent and asia/pacific (excluding Japan) coming in at 15.9 
percent.4 Companies that outsource can centralize and control their documents in order to 
gain the savings and cost-efficiencies mentioned above. 

or enterprises can rethink what they’re doing in-house. one global communications company 
we worked with shaved more than 40 percent off their document production expenses simply 
by replacing external agencies with an internal creative services team and a shared, digital 
repository. that number is not uncommon, inside or outside of the Creative services arena. 
we typically see results like those of a global financial services provider who realized $1 
million in savings after enhancing its insurance verification process with an advanced data 
capture system and an expanded employee team.

even public sector organizations, traditionally reluctant to embrace external process 
management, are realizing the benefits of improved document workflow. as state and local 
governments continue to wrestle with debilitating budget cuts, they are discovering that 
prudent document management can mean greater cost-efficiencies for their agency and 
better service for u.s. citizens.

Using eHealth Documents to Sharpen the Point of Care

The best way to predict the future is to invent it. 
Computer scientist alan Kay

my friend Chris, who is allergic to penicillin, was having problems with his knee. as he 
explored his therapeutic options, he was passed from one medical group to another. a gp. 
a nurse practitioner. an orthopedic surgeon. a sports medicine expert. a physical therapist. 
Countless administrative assistants. everyone asked the same questions, including “any 
allergies?” he repeated the word “penicillin” so often he began to worry that no one was 
paying attention to his records. By the time Chris was admitted for knee surgery, his 
growing wariness had prompted him to scrawl “it’s this one” across his kneecap.

my buddy Chris had it wrong. he was dealing with some of the finest care providers in the 
northeast. they were all paying attention. they just weren’t sharing information. 
fortunately, advancements like electronic medical records are rendering these health care 
disconnects obsolete. 
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one medicaid client is witnessing this firsthand with its ehealth initiative. Like many 
programs, they suffered from disjointed health care information. Crucial patient data was 
unavailable at the point of care, trapped within the silo of each practitioner’s individual 
patient files. as a result, treatment was inefficient or incomplete. tests were repeated. 
therapies were sometimes contradictory.

they developed a suite of electronic health record (ehr) applications, supported by a 
comprehensive clinical rules engine and e-prescribing. providers now have real-time access 
to complete patient records from all involved caregivers, including medications, inpatient 
and outpatient encounters, diagnoses, tests and other critical data. gaps in care are 
identified using evidence-based medicine guidelines. alerts are issued for potential adverse 
drug interactions. and physicians can readily monitor who’s following doctor’s orders by 
tracking things like filled/unfilled prescriptions and follow-up appointments. it is not an 
understatement to claim that this organization’s ehealth program is helping to save lives. 
in doing so, it has also saved $280 million over 4 years.

8 Questions to Ask Yourself about Outsourcing

with all the ambiguities around the cost of document production and 
management, it can be difficult to know if an outsourcing solution would be 
beneficial for your organization. here are a few questions that can help with 
the answer:

1.   how central is document management to your mission?

2.     are your documents core competencies that deliver a unique value to your 
customers and stakeholders?

3.    is your approach to document management based on a sound strategy or on 
a history of “this is how we’ve always done it?”

4.    what are the knowable costs of your enterprise-wide document management, 
including staffing, technology and processes?

5.    are you satisfied with your current approach to document management in 
terms of efficiency, cost, quality and ease?

6.    Could you benefit from reallocating document management resources to 
more mission-critical tasks?

7 .   is there room for improvement in the way your document processes 
support  your business operations?  if so, how easy would it be to 
implement the improvements?
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8.    in what ways could outsourcing reduce your costs and risks and improve your 
organization’s flexibility and agility?

if your answers reveal areas where outsourcing might cut expenses, add 
efficiencies or free enterprise resources to focus on core operations, it’s worth 
continuing the outsourcing conversation internally and externally.

The Future of Document Cost-Efficiency

The products of innovation are even more valuable during tough times. 
prof. andrew J. razeghi, Kellogg school of management

Digital and hard copy documents touch virtually every corner of the modern enterprise. 
it’s clear that they will continue to do so. therefore, document management grounded in 
the industry’s best practices is essential. 

when documents are produced and managed with optimal proficiency, productivity soars 
and costs plummet. equally important, valuable resources can be reallocated around the 
mission of the business. employees can begin working with documents, rather than feeling 
like they’re working for them. Dollars that were spent on counter-productive processes can 
be redirected toward strategy.

the organization as a whole also benefits. it becomes a leaner, more nimble force that 
can quickly adapt to change—an invaluable asset in today’s evolving economic landscape. 
one glance at a recent CnBC Cost-of-Doing-Business survey5 quickly confirms the point. 
three of the highest cost states in 2009, hawaii, alaska and maryland, actually became 
more expensive in 2010. amidst ongoing financial unpredictability—and vigorous 
competition—it’s more important than ever to control the costs that can be controlled. 

whether related to a departmental workstream or an enterprise-wide process, smarter 
document management offers a clearer view of expenses and a proven means of reducing 
them. furthermore, organizations that manage documents well are better positioned to 
manage customers well. and that’s what matters most. Because, when all is said and done, 
the true benefit of streamlined document management isn’t spending fewer dollars, it’s 
spending more time on your business and the people it serves.
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Reducing Industry Costs:
Medco and Health Care

while many companies employ document management to reduce their internal 
costs, medco health solutions, the nation’s leading pharmacy benefit manager, 
is streamlining document processes to support a larger mission; reduce the cost 
of u.s. health care.

in 2006, the company implemented an enterprise-wide strategy to manage the 
documents of its 60 million members and large physician network.  

the strategy began with a Lean six sigma assessment of medco’s print 
infrastructure. the number and type of print devices was streamlined. Core 
processes were outsourced to Xerox. explanation of Benefit forms for existing 
members were reengineered for clarity. enrollment and “onrollment” for new 
members was streamlined. hard copy documents were digitized and centralized. 

the savings that resulted are enabling medco to fund investments for advanced 
print design, digital document libraries, composition services, output 
management and other game-changing capabilities. 

Greater Care, Compliance and Cost-Efficiency

two of the many ways medco is realizing cost-efficiencies while helping its 
members include:

Decreasing drug expenditures through lower cost generics delivered via mail 
order. medco’s document management improvements made it easier to ship 
prescription drugs with accurate instructions, curtailing costly call center 
questions and protecting against patient errors.

helping patients manage chronic illness through collaborative therapeutic 
research Centers that involve pharmacists and doctors. these call centers 
draw on document content to ensure the correct prescription and to 
encourage patients to take their medication, keep appointments, follow 
protocols and lead healthier lives, decreasing long-term drug costs and 
promoting better outcomes.

in addition, medco is exploring ways to contribute critical information to 
electronic health interchanges. the company’s rich store of data harbors 
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valuable insights into the efficacy and evolution of prescription drugs. if this 
critical information can be securely shared with physicians and pharmaceutical 
manufacturers, it may help generate countless new therapies and cost-efficiencies. 

the company has also recently begun developing a new communications 
delivery platform that will enable medco members to receive information the 
way they want it. members will be able to personalize their prescription drug 
management information and communications delivery channel, choosing 
from traditional mail, a secure web site, email or text message alerts.

Taking out the Waste

in essence, medco is eliminating much of the waste involved in health care. each 
year, an unfathomable amount of money is lost on incorrect therapies, missing 
information, inaccurate claims and other errors. By strengthening controls, 
medco is minimizing these mistakes—and their associated costs.

in the end, everyone’s burden is lighter: the personal burden of patients. the 
customer service and compliance burdens of medco. and the financial burden on 
the health care system, providers, members and their employers. all because 
medco manages its documents well.

“Virtually every aspect of the pharmacy health care process—from the 
prescription to the patient communication—is mired in a legacy of paper 
documents,” said medco president and Chief operating officer Kenneth o. 
Klepper. “the future belongs to the speed, flexibility and adaptability of digital 
processes and the efficiencies of digital documents.”
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Let’s start with a mystery.

Carol, a call center rep, is having a hectic morning. one call barely ends before another begins. 
as Carol warmly greets the next customer, she remembers it’s her sister’s birthday. she 
reminds herself to call her sister later that night. a note would help, but Carol’s company has 
a “clean desk” policy. Carol’s work surface has no pens, pencils, papers or other means of 
capturing confidential information. 

the customer, a friendly woman named Lorraine, provides Carol with her basic transaction 
stats—name, account number, social security number. Carol’s fingers fly across the keyboard, 
completing a secure e-form. fortunately, Carol’s system masks Lorraine’s information so it 
doesn’t appear on screen for long. Carol explains to Lorraine that all customer data must be 
verified and places her on hold. 

During those free seconds, Carol considers leaving herself a voice mail reminder about her 
sister. she dials her own cell phone number, rattles off a message and returns to finish the 
customer transaction. a few weeks later, money begins disappearing from the customer’s 
bank account and fraudulent charges cram her credit card bills. 

so whodunit? 

one of our clients was forced to ask the same question when a similar situation actually 
occurred. Like most companies with support centers, the client recorded its inbound calls. as 
an extra precaution, they also taped outbound communication. 

the client discovered that when “Carol” called her cell phone, the message she recorded was 
Lorraine’s name and social security number. Because of that, Carol now makes her phone 
calls from behind bars.

this situation is frighteningly common. according to a 2010 security report from Verizon and 
the u.s. secret service, 48 percent of data breaches are caused by insiders.1 while Carol didn’t 
officially hack into her company’s system, her actions were emblematic of one of the most 
significant issues facing today’s businesses—protecting the organization, its information and 
its customers.

mitigating risk, maximizing protection

11
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Vulnerability in 3-D: Digitization, Distribution, Devices

there are a number of factors contributing to the vulnerability of today’s enterprises. in 
his best-seller, The World is Flat, thomas L. friedman enumerates several, including the pC 
revolution, connectivity and outsourcing.2 any reasonably informed internet search will reveal 
countless others.

to keep things simple, i’ve boiled it down to three. the first is digitization. there’s no doubt 
that digital documents provide greater efficiency and flexibility. information can be processed 
easily. access can be expanded. workflows can be streamlined. But those benefits yield a 
higher security risk. when you make something digital, in a sense, it lives forever. the minute 
you forward an electronic form or post a note on facebook, you’ve relinquished your control. 
without the proper precautions, you’re practically inviting others to make your information 
their own.

in addition, because so much information is now digital, the responsibility for enterprise 
protection has shifted from areas like the legal department and security personnel to the it 
group. this transition makes security more of a proactive endeavor, less about “how do we 
address what happened?” and more about “how do we stop it from happening?” 

factor number 2 is aptly summed up by friedman—an open, distributed world that keeps 
“flattening.” Business operations today expand far beyond the border of a single building. or 
region. or country. whereas in the past, “pieces” of work might have been outsourced, the 
modern workflow is frequently a seamless global stream stretching across cities and continents. 

it is not unusual for a supply chain to start in California, jump to new Zealand and wind its way 
through China before ending in London. these far-reaching walls of business are diaphanous 
at best, which makes it easier to peek inside or quickly slip out with trade secrets.

finally, as an effect of flattening, endpoints are migrating outward and multiplying. no longer 
tethered by wires, digital devices such as laptops, phones, tablet pCs and multimedia systems 
can be used virtually anywhere by almost anyone. and it’s a rare individual who possesses just 
one. the closer these devices get to the edge, the farther they are from your control.

what’s more, endpoints keep getting smarter, offering more apps and therefore, more access. 
up until the first commercial camera cell phone was introduced in 2000, phones that took 
photos only appeared in James Bond films. now, 76 percent of adult cell phone users snap 
pictures of friends and family.3 or, in some cases, of confidential business information. 

Clearly, the pre-internet days of hardwired terminals linked to a secure internal network 
alongside landline phones are over. Business boundaries—and correspondingly, security 
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perimeters—have vanished. meanwhile, content at the edge continues to explode, ignited by 
trends such as cloud computing and social media.

as a result, your enterprise must work harder than ever to protect its assets and customers. 
But where do you begin? the whirlwind of information—product information, business 
information, social information—never ceases. how do you assess it for risk? or determine 
who has access to your information if you can’t tell where it is? or ensure that your clouds of 
data aren’t obscuring a smoking gun?

Documents: Where the Treasures are Buried

in one of the most famous of all u.s. security breaches, Deep throat helped woodward and 
Bernstein solve the watergate puzzle by encouraging them to “follow the money.” today, he 
might say, “follow the document.”

why? Because documents are the primary business vehicle for capturing and managing 
information. 

 at the first Xerox security summit, one of our speakers recounted three real-world  examples of 
corporate espionage:
•	  a researcher at a large medical firm working on the Dna model for alzheimer’s disease 

was secretly providing data to a foreign neurological center.
•	  a mole at a global adhesives enterprise entering the asian market was stealing 

information for almost a decade.
•	  a disgruntled employee at a multinational energy conservation company was faxing 

research to competitive firms.

in all three cases, documents were at the core of the crisis. Documents are just as central to 
identity theft, which would be virtually nonexistent if identities weren’t initially captured 
in documents.

safeguarding documents and their content is mandatory. But the protection of the processes 
that surround documents is no less critical. without both, you’re locking the crown jewels in a 
safe without installing a castle-wide security system. 

By tracing the flow of a document—including its multiple stops and starts—you can begin to 
discover the potential for leakage. you need to understand every step in a document’s creation 
and routing, as well as its content owners and reviewers, storage locations, access trajectories, 
surrounding events (such as Carol’s call center conversation) and so on.

for a recent, disheartening example, look no further than the quarter-million u.s. diplomatic 
cables involved in the wikiLeaks scandal. although many of the documents were classified—
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including 11,000 designated “secret”—over 3 million government employees had access to 
the information.4

which leaves you wondering—if the u.s. government can’t put the right security measures in 
place, what chance do the rest of us have?

Recognizing the Weak Spots

Contrary to what you might think, data breaches at u.s. companies are actually decreasing. 
that’s the good news out of the latest pgp-ponemon institute study.5 however, companies 
are becoming more reluctant to report a breach, so whether the decrease reflects incidents 
or incident reporting is up for debate. regardless, the bad news is that costs per incident are 
going up, reaching an average of $6.75 million.

these costs represent everything from initial detection to customer defection, plus considerable 
legal fees. the most expensive breach in the study consumed nearly $31 million. the least 
expensive wasn’t exactly a bargain, coming in at $750,000.

“u.s. businesses can’t afford to ignore protecting the valuable, sensitive data they have been 
entrusted with,” says philip Dunkelberger, president and Ceo of pgp Corporation. “Companies 
whose data is not protected are not only facing expensive direct costs from cleaning up a data 
breach, but also a loss in customer confidence that has long-lasting ramifications.”6

the impact of a breach can result in devastating short and long-term consequences. it’s not 
just your information and balance sheet that are at risk, it’s your reputation. and reputations 
can be a lot harder to restore than data files. 

therefore, it’s a rare company that doesn’t have some form of document-related security in 
place, usually antivirus software at a minimum. But it’s equally rare to find a company with a 
truly comprehensive security solution, from strategy and tools to education and governance.

when we audit the technology and workflow of new clients, we uncover many recurrent security 
vulnerabilities. here are four of the most common, along with the combative measures being 
deployed by visionary enterprises.

Weak Spot: Underestimating Output Devices
Weapon: Device and Document Controls, Both Basic and Innovative

most firms don’t think twice about securing their pCs and network, yet they overlook their 
copiers, faxes and multifunction printers. when that happens, these—and other—output 
devices represent a triple threat to security. first, many are actually servers, linked to a 
company’s network. second, some house hard drives, which store electronic images of their 
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output. third, a good number are called upon to generate hard copies of highly confidential 
information—sometimes legally, sometimes not. 

from a network perspective, these devices look like every other powerful computer node. 
therefore, the first step toward addressing their security issues is to view the devices as network 
endpoints, demanding the same protection as any other node. employees should be required 
to enter user iDs and passwords just as they would with any network computer.

the second is to leverage device security technologies, such as removable hard drives, internal 
firewalls and tools for overwriting or erasing data. some are built-in, others are purchased 
separately, often at a moderate price. when leasing or buying output devices, it’s critical 
to insist on such features. it’s equally essential to inquire about the vendor’s own security 
procedures as well as their compliance with it security standards such as CCC, Common 
Criteria Certification. for example, a leasing vendor may let you purchase a device’s hard drive 
upon termination of your contract. or the drive may be crushed and replaced.

Device vendors like Xerox also offer innovative technologies specifically designed to make hard 
copies more secure. for instance, our Dataglyphs® symbology encodes machine-readable data 
into the gray areas of photographs and our glossmark® technology embeds a hologram-like 
image onto the surface of printouts to prohibit reproduction. 

while these tools may sound like something out of The Matrix, they’ve been available for a 
number of years, as have features like audit trails, which provide a detailed record of device use. 
more recent advances include embedded radio frequency identification (rfiD), which makes 
it difficult to remove a document without triggering an alarm, and “intelligent redaction,” which 
keeps documents accessible, but limits sensitive content to those with a special passcode.

another protective measure involves outsourcing document production and management 
to a trusted vendor. through this strategy, you’re able to benefit from the latest security 
technologies without a major capital investment. you can also implement a consistent set of 
enterprise-wide controls. 

equally valuable, outsourcing firms offer a big-picture view of devices and workflows, keeping 
you apprised of who’s using which devices at what time and for what reason—crucial 
information in the event of a breach. 

Weak Spot: Incorrect Assumptions and Inadequate Protection
Weapon: Thorough Assessment and Expanded Security

it’s amazing how many organizations believe they’re well protected because they have anti-
virus software. even when they have outdated antivirus software. 
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a continual review of your security solution to ensure currency isn’t a “nice to have.” it’s a 
“must have.” Just as the flu virus changes from season to season, so, too, do computer viruses. 
But computer “seasons” shift in a nanosecond. without updated virus protection, you’re 
fighting this year’s influenza with last year’s vaccination. 

to continue the analogy, keep in mind that a flu shot alone won’t protect you. you need a 
sensible diet, a good night’s sleep and, if my irish grandmother is to be believed, a hand-knit 
hat and gloves. in the desktop security world, that translates into protection against viruses 
and malware, spyware, spam and other potential network intrusions. in fact, in the most recent 
Csi (Computer security institute) Computer Crime and security survey, malware infection was 
the most commonly seen attack, reported by 67.1 percent of respondents.7

of course, any solid assessment of document security should look beyond the desktop to the 
network itself. are servers patched and up-to-date? are demarcation points shielded? are 
employees using skype, instant messaging, peer-to-peer communication and other firewall 
jumpers? applications must come under equal scrutiny, whether off-the-shelf or proprietary. 
if a hacker cracks an application, he or she could gain route access to a database, which is the 
electronic equivalent of handing over the keys to the kingdom.

During our assessments of client infrastructures, we’ll often attempt external penetration of 
the network as a normal course of events. sometimes, we’ll even replicate the attempt in the 
physical world.

we’re also able to provide clients with a risk-based ranking of potential threats. our analysis 
incorporates general information—data from u.s. security agencies, patterns we see 
emerging across our clients’ networks, hacker trends—plus client-specific information, such 
as the company’s technology, education programs and C-level commitment to security. 
as a consequence, the client receives a predictive profile that details the likelihood of each 
security event as it relates to an organization of their size, in their industry, with their particular 
infrastructure and issues. 

ten years ago, network attacks in the u.s. may have numbered around 10,000 each year. today, 
aCs, a Xerox Company sees about 100,000 a month, with 25,000 new vulnerabilities identified 
in that same time period.8 many can be prevented. 85 percent of the attacks referenced in 
the Verizon/secret service report were not considered technically difficult. 96 percent of the 
reported breaches could have been avoided with simple or intermediate-level controls.9

now is the time to reexamine and fortify your security solution. fighting back may be less 
difficult than you think.
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The Attack of the Zombie Computers

You gotta ask yourself, are you a fighter … or are you zombie food?  
from the 2003 film, undead

Zombie computer attacks are not like zombie attacks in the movies; they’re not 
after blood. they want to disrupt your entire business. these remote-controlled 
hijackers can flood business websites causing denial of service for legitimate 
customers. they can spread spam and viruses and conduct other maleficence—
all without a computer’s owner ever realizing it. these frightening adversaries 
are relentless and innumerable. 

fighting these attacks is analogous to opening the front door to millions of 
zombies while armed only with a rifle. you have to dispatch them one-by-one 
while the zombies are all around you, seething in the dark. 

that’s essentially what aCs did when the website of a major client was attacked. 
it was part of an assault on the automobile industry. aCs fought through the 
swarm, established barricades and dispatched every threat. But as fans of the 
genre know, new strains of zombies are certain to rise up. and that’s the real 
horror in the online battle theatre.

Weak Spot: Lack of Phishing Knowledge
Weapon: Authentication Layers and Employee Education

By now, you’ve probably heard the term “phishing.” if you haven’t, imagine a wide net being 
cast over thousands of network users, then tightening. now imagine that the net is squeezed 
with such force that money pops out of the victims’ wallets. here’s a typical example:

you—and countless others—receive an email from a bank telling you to update your account. 
the email has a link. the link leads you to a page that looks exactly like your bank’s website. 
you’re asked to enter your password, social security number and other account information. 
feel the net closing in? 

the site is fake, of course, an exact replica of your bank’s web presence, right down to its 
logo and tagline. sometimes called “spoofing,” it’s the old nigerian letter scam wrapped in a 
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cloak of bits and bytes. recently, a more targeted version called “spearphishing” has emerged. 
spearphishing uses a smaller net that is harder to detect. with spearphishing, you receive a 
highly specific email that appears to be normal. for example, it might replicate your company’s 
email format or include co-workers’ names in the distribution list. 

sometimes, phishing is used simply to terrorize a network. we recently helped a client address a 
major phishing crisis caused by a disgruntled outsider. employees received an email informing 
them that a document awaited on a sharepoint site. all they had to do was click the embedded 
link. 25,000 did. their actions released a trojan that penetrated the client’s network, invaded 
email lists and spread like an electrical fire, quickly bringing the network to its knees. we 
carefully brought it back up. 

one way institutions—particularly those managing personally identifiable financial information 
(pifi)—are fighting phishing is by building multiple layers of authentication that are difficult 
to replicate. the first screen asks for your name. the second requires approval of a familiar 
photo. the third requests your password. the fourth asks for your oldest sibling’s middle name. 
it’s like surrounding a moat with barbed wire behind a brick wall inside a mountain range. or, 
as the security pros call it, defense in depth. Confidential information remains protected and 
users are “trained” to expect a security sequence.

user responses to phishing scams can be difficult to predict. therefore, it’s best to prepare. 
we always recommend formal programs for educating employees about phishing and its 
consequences. security tools can aid in limiting an attack, but ultimately, it is the user who 
decides whether to click. user training needs to be a major component of any security solution, 
particularly in light of the next menace.

Weak Spot: Insider Threats
Weapon: Data Loss Prevention Technologies

“most security breaches happen from inside the organization.” we’ve all heard the claim. But 
it’s a myth. as mentioned earlier, inside attacks account for less than half of all breaches. 
however, they’re responsible for the majority of enterprise data theft. why, if fewer in number, 
do they have a greater impact? Because they’re insidious and internal.

you can brace yourself for the attack of an angry stranger, but how do you prepare for the 
betrayal of an ally? even Julius Caesar was caught off guard. 

one answer lies in Data Loss prevention (DLp) technologies. DLp tools operate like sentinels, 
surveying your network for unusual actions and typical fraud-related behaviors. this is 
particularly useful for protecting intellectual property and defending against identity theft. 
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for example, a DLp system might:
•	  highlight suspicious actions, such as an employee making excessive copies or sending 

volumes of email to himself before leaving the company for a new job.
•	  Call attention to behaviors that don’t align with corporate authorizations or to patterns 

that are indicative of fraud, like an operations manager repeatedly accessing corporate 
financial data at 2 a.m.

•	  release a trigger when sensitive document content—a bank routing number or a key 
engineering spec—is included in an email. 

•	 Create an audit trail of device usage, including user name, date and time.

more than simply activity monitors, DLp technologies can also spring into defensive action. for 
example, they can automatically encrypt confidential  information left unsecured by a user. or 
block network traffic. 

But technology can only address part of the problem. the ultimate endpoint is a human being. 
the value of employee awareness and education cannot be overstated. as one security expert 
once said to me:

“you can’t run a business without trusting somebody. trust is key to success. so we trust, 
educate and verify.”

8 Ways to Immediately Improve Your Security

1.  assess the comprehensiveness of your endpoint security (desktop devices, 
smartphones, flash drives) by reviewing your protection against viruses, spam, 
malware, etc.

2.  assess protection at the network layer. you should have either an intrusion 
prevention system (ips) or at the very least an intrusion detection system 
(iDs), along with basics such as firewalls and network authentication.

3.  review the security and vulnerability of your output devices, including physical 
components (hard drives), security features (data erasure), usage, network 
connections, compliance and, if leased, vendor security procedures. 

4.  make sure your complete security infrastructure—from antivirus software to 
document technologies to network pathways—is updated.

5.  educate your employees about threats like phishing through formal training 
and internal awareness programs. and remind them about the importance of 
internal compliance in protecting against inadvertent security breaches. 
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6.  Create a checklist of crucial security program elements, including reporting, 
accountability, policies, technologies/processes, controls, awareness programs, 
physical components, reviews and incidence response.

7.  open up the C-level conversation. Cios and Cisos should talk to their peers 
about dollars and risk, not terabytes. Ceos, Coos, and Cfos, in turn, should 
take an active role in security and not view it as “it’s job.”

8.  monitor your security strategies and solutions on a constant basis. security 
isn’t a destination, it’s a journey.

Compliance: The Other Side of the Risk Coin

You have two groups of individuals you really need to worry about— 
the criminally minded … and the loyal, law-abiding employees who on a  

day-to-day basis are handling your sensitive information in a way  
that makes it vulnerable to inadvertent disclosure.10 

Dan Verton, executive editor, homeland Defense Journal

security is about people trying to steal from others or wreak havoc across a network. But 
there’s a harder-to-quantify threat that causes comparable harm: noncompliance. enterprises 
don’t realize just how potentially dangerous a document can be when it’s an integral part of 
a compliance process. 

as regulations continue to increase and the lure of litigation shows no sign of waning, it’s 
more important than ever for organizations to comply with government and industry 
mandates. not doing so can expose an enterprise to litigation and risk, especially in industries 
that deal with personally identifiable information (pii) or health data. But virtually all 
industries are affected.

according to ernst & young’s most recent report on the top 10 global business risks:

the most important business risks for 2010 are concentrated in the areas of regulation 
and compliance. many of these threats are related to the aftermath of the global 
financial crisis. asset management, banking and to a lesser extent, insurance are 
facing a political backlash and regulatory overhaul following the global financial crisis.

oil and gas, real estate and mining and metals are contending with efforts by cash-
strapped governments to gain revenues. and public sector organizations must cope 
with knee-jerk decisions made by political leaders under pressure.11 
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the culprit behind an information security breach knows exactly what he’s doing. But the 
employee that creates a compliance issue may be completely unaware of his actions. in some 
ways, that’s more dangerous. we all admit that mistakes can happen and delays are 
sometimes unavoidable. But the consequences of the inadvertent can be just as costly as 
those of the intentional:
•	  failure to adhere to CoBra’s provisions costs $100 per person per day ($200 if more than 

one person is affected), with the maximum penalty of $2 million per year.12

•	  failure to comply with hipaa will cost you $100 for each violation, with wrongful disclosures 
leading to a $50,000 penalty, imprisonment or both.13 

•	  failure to report the public health risk of a chemical substance to the u.s. environmental 
protection agency results in a $32,500 fine for each violation.14

•	  failure to follow sarbanes-oxley can result in multimillion-dollar fines, the loss of your 
exchange listing and imprisonment (up to 10 years if you’re a Ceo or Cfo who submitted 
a wrong certification; up to 20 if submitted willfully).15

these fines represent noncompliance, but there are costs involved in compliance, as well, such 
as legal fees and document processing expenses. not to mention the cost of delays and 
mistakes—the consequences of a missing form bearing confidential information or the 
inability to produce regulatory documents in a timely manner. 

for instance, even a one-day delay in the production of the instructions for a new biomedical 
device can cost a company thousands of dollars. if the ifu (instructions for use) is rife with 
mistakes, it might also cost the company its Ce (Conformite europeene) mark or fDa approval. 
the same holds true for the approval of new drugs—every lost day equals lost dollars. 

Using Documents to Ensure Compliance

where do documents fit with all this compliance madness? pretty much everywhere. 
Compliance management is information management—and we all know where most 
information resides.

yet most managers and employees don’t view documents as a risk. Documents need to be 
thought of as almost radioactive—incredibly destructive if not handled properly. here are 
four simple document compliance scenarios that help illustrate the point:

Your company’s annual report is ready to be released. The CEO rewrote his letter five times 
and the CFO made some last-minute adjustments. Were their changes made in the same 
document? Did they both approve their updates? Did anyone access the document who 
shouldn’t have?
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Your sales reps are on the phone processing credit card transactions. Are their actions 
compliant with the payment card industry’s security standards? Can employees print sensitive 
data? Does information remain on-screen if a rep leaves to ask a co-worker a question?

The OSHA inspector asks to see your injury/illness log and questions some of the dates. Is 
the form current? Has it been filled out according to procedures? Does it have the proper 
certification?

You’re sending patient records out for statistical analysis. Did you remember to include the 
Medicaid patients? Was everyone’s personal identification information blocked or removed? 

these are just small, individual examples. project them in great numbers throughout the 
enterprise and the magnitude of documents’ compliance influence becomes apparent. 
Documents are the core of compliance (e.g., secure pifi content) and they fill the edges 
(credit card application forms). they provide proof of adherence (osha injury/illness logs), 
plus the source of the proof (employee medical records). the greater your control and 
management of documents, the tighter your compliance.

enterprises in all industries should be sensitive to the fact that document compromise 
presents a true compliance risk—one that’s heightened by the vagaries of mobile and 
cloud technologies. employees and managers need guidance, structure and tools to keep 
that risk as low as possible.

picture the aforementioned annual report scenario with a tool like Docushare® compliance 
software. Docushare can track when and why changes were made, and by whom. it also 
enables simultaneous document review, with password-protected electronic signatures. so 
you can be certain that the Ceo’s changes were made by the Ceo. and if the Cfo wants to 
distribute ar earnings for a final look, Docushare produces a read-only version of the 
content and tracks any attempts to inappropriately handle the material.

or imagine the preceding health care scenario with the intelligent redaction feature 
mentioned earlier. if the employee had forgotten to hide sensitive information, the 
redaction tool would prevent statisticians from viewing that portion of the form. and with 
document tracking, the employee would know immediately whether he or she had included 
the medicaid files.

technology that lets you create document “chunks” can also be invaluable, particularly in 
insurance, financial services and health care. Let’s say you’re an investment firm making a 
major change to a mutual fund. the change needs to be communicated to a number of 
constituents—internal personnel, financial advisors, institutional investors, private 
investors. after multiple paragraph drafts, endless reviews and several compliance rewrites, 
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a final statement is approved by all. that content chunk can be locked in place, stored 
online and made accessible through a global portal to any authorized user. 

as a result, the official description of the fund’s changes never varies. the language in a 
letter to investors is exactly the same as that in a powerpoint presentation to institutional 
customers, which mirrors the content in a client services newsletter.  

Minimizing Risk in Different Ways

•			One	of	our	government	clients	is	helping	to	reduce	business	and	personal	risk	
through a therapeutic Consultation program. By closely monitoring patient 
documents such as drug claims, the program identifies patients who are out 
of compliance with treatment guidelines and helps prevent duplicate drug 
therapy. this not only aids personal health, but also has helped save millions 
in tax dollars.

•			One	of	our	hospitality	industry	clients	is	leveraging	the	power	of	automation	to	
reduce risks related to workers’ comp. the company imaged all of its workers’ 
comp documents and files, enabling the organization to respond more quickly 
to claims, improve their risk management and in some cases avoid litigation.

Motion to Produce: The Value of E-Discovery

in December 2005, the federal rules of Civil procedure made a small change that impacted 
the world in a big way. they redefined the term “record” to include email and other electronic 
documents. since that day, the discovery process in litigation has never been the same.

whether you’re a lawyer, plaintiff or defendant, you bear the burden of producing all records 
related to your case. as noted before, that means searching for all relevant materials (including 
voice mails and instant messages), organizing them, storing them and sharing them for 
review—quickly and in compliance with court orders. this task is not getting any easier. in 
february, 2011, u.s. District Court Judge shira a. scheindlin held that the federal government 
must include metadata in freedom of information act production because it is an integral 
part of public records.16

scroll through the legal headlines of the last few years and it is not unusual to find companies 
settling cases simply to avoid the burden and expense of producing documents. not to 
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mention instances where firms lost their case or endured millions of dollars in fines because 
they failed to either preserve discovery materials or produce them in a timely manner. Better 
document management can keep you from adding your company’s name to the list. 

many of the tools mentioned in these pages—digitized documents, workflow controls, 
BlitzDocs collaboration, intelligent redaction—can aid in e-discovery, helping locate, cull and 
manage volumes of complex legal data. relevant documents can be isolated from nonrelevant. 
files can be reviewed in tandem. Confidential information can be blocked from view in 
documents provided to the opposing side. and legal teams can spend less time grappling 
with documents and more time developing solid strategies.

Compliance without Trying (Almost)

as mentioned earlier, compliance comes down to one thing—information management. if 
you’re terrible at managing information, you’ll probably fail at compliance.

how do you stop that from happening? By implementing strong technologies, policies and 
governance at the departmental and enterprise levels.

if your documents and their processes are well controlled, efficient and accurate, you can 
sometimes achieve compliance without working very hard at it. you avoid issues like 
unknowingly violating privacy laws because of the way your information is organized and 
distributed. or you circumvent the regulatory repercussions of product information that 
is inadvertently misleading. you also steer clear of the other potential catastrophes 
already discussed.

you no longer send out documents wondering if the content is correct and/or compliant. 
employees no longer question whether they’re legally allowed to share certain pieces of data. 
and compliance teams don’t worry about missing pieces of information. regulatory questions 
are asked and answered up front so that problems are minimized later on. 

in the midst of increasing regulatory controls, it’s hard not to view compliance as the bane of 
an enterprise’s existence. however, it’s also proving to be a boon to enterprise security. in 
order to adhere to standards such as hipaa, the payment Card industry Data security 
standard and the u.s. state data breach notification laws, companies are being driven to 
strengthen their security processes and controls. in fact, in the Csi survey, more than half the 
respondents say that regulatory compliance “improved their organization” and half of them 
report that “upper management made security a higher priority.”17 

whether you realize it or not, you may be locking more e-doors than ever before, simply 
because outside forces—both good and evil—are forcing your hand.
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How Secure Are You about What’s Ahead?

perhaps the most frightening thing about the compliance and security risks of the modern 
business world is that they are destined to intensify. 

new regulations, such as the recent Dodd-frank act, will bring new challenges. new technologies 
will arrive with new threats. Consumer access tools, like smartphones and ipads, will further 
penetrate the commercial world, unearthing new risk issues. what’s more, an e-generation 
is storming the workforce demanding 24/7, open access. what impact will they have on the 
balance of freedom and security? 

regulations never stand still and technology is equally swift in movement. as recently as 
three years ago, security surveys like the ones referenced in these pages had no category 
for “social networks.” yet, 28 percent of the breaches in the Verizon/secret service report 
employed social tactics.18

regardless of what’s ahead, documents will remain key. protect your documents and their 
processes and you’ll protect the enterprise. to do so, you need to ensure that your organization 
has the right security solution. But don’t get too comfortable in your security blanket. you 
need to remain agile and aware. Constant vigilance and nimble evolution are paramount. an 
independent gartner, inc. report on security sums up the first point well:

there is no such thing as a perfect, universally appropriate model for security 
organizations. every organization must develop its own model, taking into consideration 
major trends and practical realities.19

as for the second point—the importance of vigilance—few described it better than my 
grandmother when she quoted a famous irish proverb, “it’s no time to go to the doctor when 
the patient is dead.”
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The “gold” that smart companies mine from being green includes higher revenues,  
lower operational costs, and even lower lending rates from banks that see  
reduced risk in companies with carefully constructed environmental management  
systems. They also reap soft benefits, from a more innovative culture to enhanced  

“intangible” value, credibility and brand trust. 
Daniel C. esty and andrew s. winston, green to gold1 

the days of viewing environmental advocates as tree huggers are long over. today, 
sustainability is a global issue with social, economic and environmental consequences. as a 
result, individuals and organizations worldwide are attempting to hold on to something 
much bigger than a tree trunk—the world as we know it.

this is evident in the very definition of the word “sustainability”: the ability to meet the 
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs. the reasons for pursuing sustainability are not only increasingly apparent, but 
also frightening.

according to the u.n., over the last 50 years, human activity has altered ecosystems faster 
and on a larger scale than at any time in history.2 in addition, greenhouse gases are at 
record-high levels, destined to increase exponentially as developing markets continue to 
grow.3 natural resource consumption is also an issue, particularly as the global population 
expands and more nations improve their standard of living. if, for example, the entire world 
were to adopt the current western lifestyle, we would consume the planet’s resources three 
times over.4 even in areas of environmental progress, the challenges remain substantial. for 
instance, the u.s. has dramatically improved its waste reduction, yet we are still wrestling 
with the 60 percent increase in municipal solid waste that arose between 1980 and 2005.5

the good news is that eco-urgency has inspired people and businesses around the globe to 
make a difference. present-day green developments include everything from recycling 
programs and packaging redesign to public-private partnerships and market incentives for 
decreasing greenhouse gas emissions. in all of these efforts, businesses are playing an 
influential—and growing—role.

the natural Business  
impact of sustainability

12
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From an Inconvenient Truth to a Business Imperative

for visionary Ceos, sustainability isn’t a social movement, it’s a core element of business. it’s 
no more a fad than productivity improvement or revenue generation. as noted in a recent 
gartner, inc. report:

sustainability, including green it, is about business value. it’s a key competency and a 
transformation you can’t afford to avoid any longer. sustainability is growing in 
significance as we emerge from the recession financially damaged and more focused 
on risk, preparing for growth and the transition to a lower-carbon economy.6

sustainability touches every area of business—manufactoring, product development, 
document management, energy use and more. it can be a component of compliance or a 
directive for production, a new revenue stream or a way to reshape the enterprise.

take as an illustration, general electric, which is developing future markets by investing billions 
in a strategy of “ecomagination.” or walmart, which has made reduced waste and improved 
efficiency a supplier mandate. or Xerox, which has built product families around around recycled 
papers, remanufactured parts, and waste-reducing toner and ink. or toyota, whose managing 
Director hiroyuki watanabe has said, “we have a basic notion that unless we find a solution for 
environmental problems, we will not achieve sustainable growth in the coming years.” 

Case studies from virtually every industry demonstrate that it’s possible for earth-friendly 
initiatives to make a quantifiable contribution to both the environment and the bottom line. 
Combine those successes with the growing number of rfps that have a sustainability 
requirement, the venture capital dollars directed toward alternative energy sources and the 
widening consumer preference for eco-friendly products and it’s clear that being green can 
help you stay in the black.

even in the face of adverse economic winds, sustainability allegiance remains strong. in a 
groundbreaking 2010 study of global Ceos conducted by accenture and the united nations 
global Compact, 80 percent of the executives said that the economic downturn had raised the 
importance of sustainability. furthermore, 81 percent stated that sustainability issues are now 
part of their company’s strategy and operations. according to the study sponsors:

as businesses address the challenges of the financial crisis, sustainability is being 
recognized as a source of cost-efficiencies and revenue growth. additionally, many 
companies view sustainability as a critical element in driving growth in new markets.7

in addition, the survey’s Ceos believe we’ll reach a tipping point within a decade, fully meshing 
“sustainability with core business—in capabilities, processes and systems, and throughout 
global supply chains and subsidiaries.”
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the time to act is now. it is possible—even preferable—to enhance competitiveness by 
assuming greater environmental responsibility. Better document management can help. the 
key lies in the three pillars of document use:  paper, printing and processes.

The Increasing Role—and Rolls—of Paper

in 1975, BusinessWeek ran an article that most of us today would consider fiction. it 
featured “the paperless office”—a concept linked to the growing popularity of pCs and 
other office automation tools. what happened in the two-plus decades following the article? 
worldwide use of office paper more than doubled.8 and it continues to increase today.

the average american office worker prints approximately 10,000 pages per year.9 if the 
paper printed annually in the united states was stacked 10 feet high, it would form a wall 
that could stretch from new york to tokyo, with 80 miles left to travel. annual worldwide 
numbers are comparably staggering—in the vicinity of 2.2 trillion pages for 2010.10 that’s 
a lot of greenery and a lot of greenbacks.

why, in a world that spins on a digital axis, is paper use growing? one reason is that paper 
has become more of a temporary medium. almost half (44.5 percent) of the paper produced 
by office workers is for daily use, e.g., emails, web pages and reference materials.11 rather 
than store hard copies, today’s employees readily print, crumple and aim for a three-pointer 
in the trash can across the hall. as abigail J. sellen and richard h.r. harper succinctly put it 
in their book, The Myth of the Paperless Office, “we are not headed towards offices that use 
less paper but rather towards offices that keep less paper.”12

another reason for the surprising abundance is wasted paper in general. for instance, it is 
estimated that at least 30 percent of offset-printed materials go to waste (including those 
outdated brochures gathering dust in your warehouse).13

the impact of this paper explosion is twofold. from a business perspective, it expands your 
environmental footprint while restricting your bottom line. from a global perspective, the 
production of paper involves trees, water and energy. so both your environment and our 
environment are affected.

The Paper Edge: Saving More by Using Less

the 17th century german scientist Johannes Kepler observed that “nature uses as little as 
possible of anything.”14 when it comes to paper, your organization can follow nature’s lead. 
the “paperless office” may be a dream, but an office that uses less paper is an achievable 
reality. here are a few simple strategies that can help your organization get started:
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•	  use both sides of the sheet. Xerox was the first to introduce two-sided printing and copying 
(called duplex printing). By employing duplex printing as your enterprise’s default setting, 
you can cut paper use by as much as half.

•	  print multiple pages on one sheet. when employees are printing pages that have minimal 
text, large type or sizable graphics—such as powerpoint slides—print multiple pages on 
each sheet. for instance, by printing four slides per page using the duplex option, you 
immediately reduce eight sheets to one.

•	  Be selective. print only what you need when you need it, minimizing the waste generated 
by desktop devices and enterprise-wide printing services. and explore the use of external 
print-on-demand capabilities.

•	  reach for the right paper. Look for papers certified by the forest stewardship Council (fsC), 
sustainable forestry initiative (sfi) and programme for the endorsement of forest 
Certification (pefC), all of whom partner with companies like Xerox to promote responsible 
forestry management. seek out recycled papers and eco-friendly stocks such as high yield 
Business paper, which uses a chemical-free pulp process to produce twice the amount of 
paper from the same number of trees. 

•	  recycle and reuse paper across the enterprise. make it easy for employees to recycle or 
reuse paper by placing collection bins in convenient locations throughout the enterprise. 
then start spreading a company-wide message of reduce-reuse-recycle.

•	  go digital. read, send and store documents in digital form. scan early and often. this not 
only decreases costs and minimizes hard copies, but can also significantly improve 
document-related processes because information is more easily accessed, shared, 
distributed, reviewed and stored.  

most of these measures are pretty basic. however, the business benefits they generate, including 
cost reduction and greater productivity, are anything but. which makes them easy wins. one 
of our clients who did nothing more than use default duplex printing while implementing an 
internal green campaign reduced annual paper use by 32 percent. 

other organizations, such as the u.s. government, are achieving benefits on a grander scale. 
for example, electronic cash cards will soon replace social security checks for citizens without 
bank accounts, eliminating the production, handling, distribution and storage of about 144 
million documents per year.

if it seems as though your organization has squelched the spread of paper through its 
expansive use of technology, consider this—simply by connecting an office to the internet for 
email alone, you increase paper consumption by 40 percent.15 

Clearly, it’s time to place “the paperless office” on the fantasyland shelf, nestled somewhere 
between oz and utopia. But the concept of a “less-paper office” is genuine and attainable—
and can have a real-world impact.
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Printing: How to Make an Eco-Friendly Impression

one simple way to reduce the amount of paper in an office is to reduce the number of devices 
that generate it. (insert “duh” here.)  printers, copiers and faxes dot the modern business 
landscape like clover, yet many are redundant or idle for long periods of times. our experience 
with document-driven processes has revealed that companies have an average of one printer 
for every two computer users. what’s more, those printers remain inactive 98 to 99 percent of 
the time.

By reducing your company’s employee-to-device ratio, you can significantly drive down energy 
costs. one way to do this is to replace single-function devices, such as printers, with shared 
multifunction devices that print, scan, copy and fax. this can cut energy consumption by 20 
to 30 percent, while cutting down on ink cartridges and toner. in addition, if you replace older 
equipment with energy star devices, you can decrease power consumption by approximately 
70 percent. so both the environment and the enterprise realize savings.

one leading aerospace and defense firm that implemented multifunction devices was 
able to streamline its employee-to-device ratio from 2:1 to 8:1. prior to the change, a Lean 
six sigma analysis of the company’s document production revealed considerable 
redundancies. the client used the Xerox sustainability Calculator to quantify the impact 
of potential improvements. today, they are operating with 60 percent fewer document 
devices, enjoying 35 to 50 percent savings while using 27 percent less energy and 
generating 33 percent less waste.

Los angeles trade-technical College (LattC), one of the oldest community colleges in the 
country, addressed similar inefficiencies. a proliferation of independent desktop printers had 
resulted in a device-to-user ratio of 3:1. there were so many devices that the it staff spent 
about half its time servicing them. 

the printers were replaced with networked multifunction units, including some with vending 
stations. innovative ColorQube® printers with solid ink technology were implemented in 
departments that produced full-color documents. (solid ink is a crayon-like block of ink that 
melts during the printing process. it has no cartridge and uses single-pass image transfer, so it 
produces up to 90 percent less waste and consumes 30 percent less energy than comparable 
laser printing.)

today, there are eight LattC users for every multifunction device. paper and consumable 
consumption are both down; two-sided printing is up. the savings in printer cartridges alone 
equals $250,000 a year, with $1.5 million in total savings expected within the first five years.
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greener printing is also paying off for milwaukee area technical College (matC). By replacing 
about 75 percent of its older stand-alone printers with multifunction devices, matC cut the 
cost of consumables by a quarter of a million dollars. the college also installed a streem fax 
server to convert incoming faxes to e-mail, plus pharos systems swipe-card software to 
manage payments for student printing. on top of that, Xerox Device manager software 
monitors consumables usage and proactively identifies device issues. the college’s anticipated 
five-year savings? $3.5 million.

More Steps for Your Carbon Footprint

in addition to streamlined printing services, there are a number of other strategies that can 
help make your company’s document production environmentally friendly: 
•	  seek out eco-efficient inks and toners, such as ea toner, which uses less toner mass and 

lower fusing temperatures, resulting in about 20 percent less energy consumption than 
conventional dry ink toners. 

•	 recycle empty ink and toner cartridges or return them to the manufacturer for reuse.
•	  select office equipment that is designed with recycling or reuse in mind, such as devices 

with remanufactured parts.
•	  Look for vendors whose manufacturing processes reflect environmental responsibility. 

for example, at Xerox, we ship the waste and wastewater from our toner manufacturing 
operations to energy plants for reuse. 

•	  explore the use of digital production technologies, such as print on demand, which reduce 
wasted paper and energy by producing documents only when needed.

aristotle said that nature does nothing uselessly. you can mirror nature’s approach by 
implementing any one of the measures above. no matter which direction you take, it’s 
destined to lead toward a better tomorrow.
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the Xerox sustainability Calculator 

What You Subtract Adds Up

Xerox has been a major pioneer in sustainability since 1969. we introduced 
the industry’s first two-sided printers and the first printers that power down. 
we also played a key role in establishing the u.s. energy star program. 
today, our environmental commitment remains strong, evident in our focus on 
remanufactured parts, recycled papers, internal recycling/reuse procedures and 
tools like our sustainability Calculator.

the sustainability Calculator is a “green audit” tool that helps businesses assess 
and lessen the financial and environmental impact of their print infrastructures. 
the calculator compares a company’s current, baseline scenario with an optimal 
print environment, providing side-by-side reviews of energy consumption, 
greenhouse gas emissions and solid waste creation. for a big-picture view of 
how your output environment might benefit from a greener approach, visit 
www.xerox.com/sustainabilitycalculator.
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Process: Purifying the Workstream

throughout this book, i have presented a variety of business situations where a key function, 
such as accounts payable or regulatory compliance, has been significantly improved through 
better document management. 

in all of these examples, the use of paper—and its corresponding energy demands and costs—
decreased dramatically. marriott’s financial workflow. trident group’s mortgage processing. 
procter & gamble’s print production. each represents a smarter process that contributes to a 
cleaner world. 

think of it this way: inefficient processes yield excess paperwork, which means wasted energy 
(both personal and electronic). Drive out your inefficiencies and you reduce your environmental 
footprint. you also gain a more secure foothold on your bottom line. 

Digital document services like imaging and web-based collaboration can help, streamlining 
processes while minimizing the need for hard-copy materials. Digital mailrooms can, too, 
employing a variety of scanning technologies to read, categorize and forward documents in 
electronic form.

additionally, electronic data management products such as Docushare® smartsend® and 
freeflow® Digital workflow Collection can substantially reduce paper consumption, turning 
the print-then-distribute model into one of distribute-then-print. 

advancements like these also contribute to the environment in indirect ways. for example, 
they can eliminate the need to ship documents via ground or air, reducing emissions and fuel 
consumption. or enable global collaboration without global travel. or facilitate the expansion 
of a remote workforce, reducing the number of commuter vehicles on the road.

for instance, one state government’s move toward web and phone-based service for welfare 
applicants is not only decreasing paperwork, but is expected to mitigate 2 million vehicle trips 
to state offices each year. and our aCs prepass® solution, which automates the forms and 
procedures for weighing and inspecting highway trucks, has helped eliminate approximately 
4.3 million hours of roadside idling time in 2010 alone—conserving over 20 million gallons of 
fuel and saving more than $446 million.

process improvements like these can help your organization move toward greater sustainability. 
while you may initially view sustainability as unaffordable, the dollars lost due to inefficient, 
non-green processes could be costing you more. not to mention the cost of lost business 
due to factors like a lack of environmental compliance, an inability to compete in rfps with 
sustainability mandates or the cold shoulder of consumers with an ecomind-set. 
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no longer the exclusive purview of utilities and government organizations, sustainability 
involves us all. it has evolved from a compliance issue to a commercial—and social—necessity. 
within the next five years, sustainability is expected to emerge as a mainstream force that will 
drive innovation, growth and profit.16 which means it is destined to shape your business.

We do not inherit the earth from our ancestors, we borrow it from our children. 
native american proverb

Changing the Climate in Three Different Fields

$7 Million in Savings for an Information Storage Leader

using many of the tools mentioned here, including smarter print management 
and multifunction devices, a $14.9 billion information technology leader was 
able to save over $7 million a year and keep more than 20 tons of waste out of 
landfills. the company reduced its cost per page by 55 percent while increasing 
its employee-to-device ratio by 35 percent. 

85 Percent Cost Cut for One of America’s Greenest Cities 

the first u.s. city to earn iso 14001 certification for its environmental 
management system is saving money and the environment due to 500 energy-
efficient multifunction devices plus streamlined document workflows. Due the 
multifunction switch, employee productivity and device use are high while costs 
per page are low—in one case 85 percent lower than before.  

43 Percent Less Energy for a Worldwide Chemical Company

a leading chemical company is reaping the financial and ecological benefits 
of globally managed print services that span 49 countries. the company 
also digitized over 5 million documents, dramatically minimizing hard copy 
duplication. as a result, the enterprise realized energy savings of 43 percent on 
office printing, avoided 133 tons of landfill and reduced Co2 emissions by 1.4 
million pounds a year.
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Turning Over a New Leaf

Documents and their processes are only one component of an enterprise’s green initiative. 
they should fit within a larger strategy that marries sustainability development to overall 
business development. here are five ways you can begin to strengthen the bond.

Look up and down your value chain

you’re not alone in the development and delivery of your products and services. the same 
holds true for your green initiatives. Look beyond individual internal functions for areas of 
improvement throughout your value chain. are your source materials earthfriendly? is 
your product packaging eco-efficient? Can your shipping processes be streamlined? 

Leverage your partnerships and work with environmentally responsible suppliers and 
outsourcing providers. for example, Xerox has recycling/remanufacturing programs that 
have diverted more than 2 billion pounds of waste from landfills since 2001. when you 
consider all the links in your value chain, you can dramatically expand the reach of your 
environmental influence.

Identify short- and long-term opportunities 

use quantitative analysis tools and methodologies, such as Lean six sigma, to pinpoint 
problems and identify opportunities that will produce the greatest environmental benefit in 
the shortest time frame. start with some of the easy wins mentioned earlier, such as two-
sided printing, then work toward larger-scale endeavors. run pilot programs to work out bugs. 
when a program begins, promote it. and don’t be shy about touting your successes—they 
help create enthusiasm and engagement.

Establish environmental and economic metrics

make sure your conservation proposals offer quantifiable economic and environmental 
benefits. put metrics in place to measure the financial and ecological impact of any potential 
changes. as Xerox Vice president for environment, health and safety, patty Calkins often 
says, echoing peter Drucker, “what gets measured gets managed.”

this might mean evaluating things like cost in a slightly different way. for example, when 
Xerox implemented its remanufacturing strategy in the 1990s, we needed to design more 
cost into our parts to make them reusable. however, when you consider the extended life 
cycle of each part, money is saved over the long run. had we limited ourselves to a lowest-
cost-provider strategy, we would never have succeeded.
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Make the sky the limit 

if ever there was an opportunity for “blue sky” thinking, this is it. Literally and figuratively. 
remove your limits and take a fresh look at your organization. make “innovate” your 
mantra. sustainability isn’t just a means of enhancing what you’re already doing. it’s a 
way to achieve breakthrough results, including the introduction of revolutionary products 
and services.

ZipCar’s hourly car rentals offer a great case in point. By digitizing paper processes and 
leveraging new technology, ZipCar is helping the environment while promoting a completely 
new business model—one that couldn’t have existed 15 years ago.

Make a commitment

sustainable development requires a long-term commitment. it demands buy-in at all levels, 
starting with your leadership team. Develop a sound strategy that reflects your environmental 
priorities, then stick with it. win over employees with passion. show them that their efforts are 
paying off—and recognize that what they’re doing matters, not only to the business, but to 
the planet. 

Balancing Ecology and Economy

Kermit the frog was on to something when he sang, “it’s not easy being green.” 

according to the previously mentioned u.n. accenture study, the biggest challenge Ceos 
are facing in their move toward sustainability is execution. yet execution obstacles must be 
addressed in order to leverage opportunities. human nature and mother nature have no 
choice but to become allies. as gartner, inc. warns:

in future histories, failing to embrace and exploit the opportunities of the sustainable 
transformation will look as irrational as resisting the emergence of steam or the internal 
combustion engine at earlier stages in the industrial revolution.17

the ecological revolution has begun and it’s here to stay. as businesses work to integrate the 
movement’s social, economic and environmental dimensions, it is important to remember that 
sustainability is not a means to an end. it is a way of doing business that requires continual 
effort and change. as Xerox Ceo ursula Burns has said, “sustainable development is a race 
with no finish line. it requires leadership that sets high expectations and clear direction, 
partnerships that inspire collaboration and adaptation of sustainable business practices and 
innovation that constantly pushes the frontier of what is possible.”
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with each future success, sustainability will become a more powerful engine of growth, 
benefiting both the business world and the world at large. as that happens, more enterprises 
will view sustainability as something they seek rather than something they suffer. 

But profits and growth capture only a portion of sustainability’s real impact. ask yourself this: 
how often in business are you presented with a chance to do something for your children? how 
often can your enterprise have a measurable effect on future generations through the actions 
it takes today?

when all is said and done, the true value of sustainability lies in its dual promise of prosperity 
and posterity. if we take even the smallest steps toward realizing that promise, we can make 
an enormous difference in the lives that follow ours.
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as recently as the 1980s, paychecks arrived in envelopes, document technology meant 
electric typewriters, interoffice mail was pervasive enough to require a staff and sales 
presentations sprang from mylar sheets on overhead projectors. the impact of digitized 
documents was just a dream, barely hinted at by the arrival of wang word processors, iBm 
pCs and the Commodore 64. 

since those “early” days, documents have changed so dramatically and so intrinsically that 
it’s hard not to look forward to what lies ahead. the document advancements of the last few 
decades occurred while the digital revolution was in its infancy. now that document technology 
has reached young adulthood, the potential for innovation is even greater.

as new technologies surface, documents are destined to become more dynamic and 
malleable, their content liberated to the point of virtual self-government. Countless emerging 
technologies—e-paper, cloud computing, and many others—are already proving the case. But 
what we are seeing today is merely a glimpse of what we are likely to experience tomorrow.

Form Follows Function … or Not

the physical form of documents will continue to change at a rate morpheus would envy. 
anyone who has read the latest John grisham thriller on an amazon Kindle® or used their 
apple iphone®  as a starbucks debit card is experiencing the shift firsthand. if, as mentioned 
earlier, documents are information “containers,” then tomorrow’s containers will appear in an 
astounding variety of shapes and sizes—some changing right before our eyes.

take for example, erasable paper. Developed at the Xerox research Center in Canada, erasable 
paper uses compounds that change color when exposed to light. the light forces the paper’s 
content to disappear within 24 hours, enabling newly blank pages to be returned to the input 
tray. Documents like emails, memos and meeting notices are available while needed, then 
vanish. when you consider the security and sustainability advantages of erasable paper, it’s 
easy to see why we consider it remarkable—in all senses of the word. 

another promising advancement is flexible oLeD “paper” from companies like sony® and 
samsung®. at first glance, an oLeD (organic Light-emitting Diode) sheet appears to be a 

the future of Documents and  
how to Leverage it

13
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photo print—a thin, full-color image. But when the image begins to move, you realize you’re 
watching a video display. one that curls and bends like a piece of paper. 

if oLeD displays grow in size and incorporate wireless connectivity, there’s no limit to their 
business possibilities: sales sheets with built-in product demos. Live handouts at business 
conferences. marketing materials that literally speak to each customer. these pioneering 
applications might seem to be decades away, but consider this—only a few years ago, 
“computer phones” appeared to be equally distant.

it’s a testament to the speed of technological change that the inclusion of e-books in this 
discussion feels almost quaint. available to the general public since the 1990s, e-books have 
swiftly evolved from presenting Dickens novels in black and white e-ink to offering full-color, 
graphic-filled best-sellers with animated page turns. in fact, during the second quarter of 2010, 
for the first time ever, Kindle e-book sales outnumbered amazon’s hardcover purchases—140 
e-books for every 100 hardcovers.1 

that same year, schools in Virginia and California rolled out pilot programs that replaced 
textbooks with ipads. according to a Virginia elementary-school teacher whose ipad-based 
social studies curriculum is now exclusively digital, “it was fun watching the kids jump right in. 
they’re so used to technology, they took to them right away.”2

more recently, technologies like the Vook have begun reshaping e-publishing, blending the 
book format with high-quality video and internet connectivity. the reading list includes 
everything from business advice to children’s books to golf tips. Let’s say you’re a golfer who 
needs help driving the ball longer. you download a golf Vook, read the chapter on golf-swing 
mechanics, watch a demo about long drives, view a follow-up clip of golf teacher Jim mcLean, 
and then gloat about your newfound knowledge on twitter—all within one document, without 
switching platforms.

we can also expect more expansive use of document technologies like embedded radio 
frequency identification (rfiD) tags, which facilitate document tracking and can trigger 
alarms at building entrances and exits. plus documents that house their own microbatteries, 
circuits and antennas—pCs where the p means “paper.”  of course, there’s also the continuing 
evolution of e-paper itself.

today, e-paper is primarily a passive medium: experts provide content; everyone else accesses 
it. But how long will it be before e-paper escapes the book world and becomes as common as 
paper-paper? how will enterprises change when anyone can create portable e-pages? what 
marvels will spring to life when preschoolers start using e-paper like a disposable ohio art 
etch-a-sketch®? 
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these breakthroughs—and countless others—will deliver new forms of incredibly rich content 
in extraordinary new ways. we rightly applaud our present-day ability to read the New York 
Times on a nook or to enlarge a touch-screen page with a sliding finger. But when it comes to 
e-documents, we are only beginning to scratch the surface.

A New Dynamic, Inside and Out

the changes affecting the document form factor will be matched, or possibly exceeded, by 
those influencing document content.

mobile and cloud-based technologies in all forms—software as a service (saas), infrastructure 
as a service (iaas) and platform as a service (paas)—will make documents more accessible 
than ever. at the same time, standards like XmL will simplify content exchange. information will 
be simultaneously more open (the cloud) and more structured (standards). as a consequence, 
content will move readily from one place to another, with or without the wrapping of its original 
document, morphing as needed along the way.   

one quick aside—if you find the industry buzz around the “cloud” a bit vague, here’s a crisp 
definition from wikipedia, “Cloud computing is internet-based computing, whereby shared 
resources, software and information are provided to computers and other devices on demand, 
like the electricity grid.”

what does the cloud have to do with documents? plenty. with cloud computing and dynamic 
content, individuals around the globe will be able to create documents, make changes, 
reconfigure content chunks, repurpose content, embed new content forms, aggregate real-
time information, develop mosaic documents from multiple sources and so on—without 
worrying about having the “right” operating system or application. in short, users will be able 
to easily access, manipulate and share documents and content from any computing platform 
that has a web browser. 

tools like Basecamp® and Docushare® have already set this trend in motion, but the open 
cloud platform will shatter its limits. Learning curves will be minimized. Documents will become 
easier to create and more intuitive. Collaboration will be simplified. 

Documents will evolve from static frameworks housing self-contained pieces of information 
toward aggregates of flexible content drawn from diverse sources. newsCorp’s ipad 
newspaper, which pulls stories from multiple news feeds based on reader preferences is one 
small embodiment of the concept. technology is rapidly advancing to a point where multi-
author mashups may soon be common and tools like Box.net will enable global workflows over 
mobile devices.
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Content will also become more dynamic in and of itself, as touch-screen manipulation blurs 
the line between user and document. in the past, interfaces displayed the document; today, 
they sometimes are the document. this shift requires a new way of thinking about document 
design. an article on crowdsourcing.org explains it this way:

where professionals once wrote memos to be read, 2011 begins an era in which 
documents are written with touch both in mind and on fingertips. Designing 
documents to be a sensual physical experience and not just a visually cognitive one 
demands different aesthetics and sensibilities. this nascent transition will be as 
profoundly important for future interpersonal communications—and branding—as 
the transition from radio to television. having the right touch to get the right touch 
will become a desirable communications competence.3 

equally pivotal, social networking tools like facebook and twitter will broaden their business 
role as the distinction between “personal” and “professional” fades. social content such as 
yelp preferences and foursquare badges may serve as the foundation for highly customized, 
one-to-one marketing campaigns. Business-centric social applications like salesforce.com’s 
Chatter might offer enterprises their own private social network. and user-generated bits and 
pieces may come together to serve enterprises in ways that are impossible to predict.

Documents with a Mind of Their Own

as a complement to their increasingly kinetic nature, documents are becoming smarter, 
moving from passive to proactive in beguiling new ways. tools like semantic software are 
creating an intrinsic awareness around document content and purpose, resulting in a sort of 
document cognizance. this is already evident in documents that route themselves to 
recipients and in applications like meshin™, which employs semantics to comprehend and 
sort outlook content.

another visionary example lies in the digital mailrooms being implemented by leading-edge 
companies. when a letter arrives at these state-of-the-art facilities, smart document 
technologies read and analyze the content. Decisions are automatically made about content, 
recipients and document type. is the letter handwritten or printed? paragraph form or order 
form? all without human intervention.

as a next step, tools such as oCr software and linguistic engines identify words, names, dates 
and other information to establish links within the document and beyond. so, for instance, a 
smart document might search for the word “cancel” in conjunction with other keywords, or for 
the word “expiration” accompanied by a specific date. additionally, intelligent redaction 
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software might be used to delete sensitive data before the letter is systematically categorized 
and sent on its way.

no longer confined to electronic communication, smart document technologies are increasingly 
being applied to hard copy materials. Consequently, they are bringing greater intelligence—
and, in a sense, self-awareness—to all manner of documents. 

these innovations not only aid productivity and decision-making, but also significantly alter 
the way we retrieve and mine content. iDC estimates that more than 2,600 exabytes of 
information will be added to the cloud by the year 2012.4 the smarter our document processes 
become, the easier it will be to pierce the growing density of information and leverage content 
that is meaningfully organized.

it is not far-fetched to envision a day when intelligent, proactive documents process information 
to make recommendations or reach conclusions. for example, a smart document might analyze 
the historic data related to a specific type of lawsuit, then suggest a legal argument based on 
the successful strategies of the past.  or documents may:
•	 automatically search for new information to keep content current and relevant
•	 Create original documents out of what they’ve “learned” 
•	  pull information from social sites to create customized, one-to-one communication materials 

for customers
•	 automate time-consuming steps in business processes
•	 maintain audit trails to track their own use and evolution
•	  Learn user viewing preferences to present information in a predetermined way (regardless 

of device) 
•	 retire themselves to an archive when they’re no longer needed.

as smart as these documents may appear to be, they are ultimately just a reflection of the 
user’s mind-set. Like avatars in the digital document world, they focus on providing user-valued 
information while brushing aside everything else.

Documentality: Thinking About Documents in a New Way

so how do you leverage the continually changing nature of documents? how do you ensure 
that your current and future documents—in all forms—drive your enterprise, rather than drag 
it down? you begin with a shift in your thinking. a new documentality, if you will.

it’s a foundational mind-set that has three dimensions. the first involves a backwards glance 
at the documents of your past. By scanning and digitizing older documents, you can extract 
knowledge and meaning from their content, making valuable information readily accessible 
to more employees. imagine a scientist in the middle of the rain forest accessing a research 
library via a tablet computer, and you get one tiny piece of the picture.
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the second dimension is the present. you need to look for ways to enhance the here and 
now, digitizing today’s documents and their processes. mailrooms. financial workflows. 
Customer correspondence. the state-of-the-art technologies mentioned earlier, such as oCr 
and linguistic software, are among the many advancements that can place new document 
efficiencies within your reach.

finally, it is important to start building for the future in a native way. from the moment you 
consider creating documents and/or content, you should do so with a view toward making 
them dynamic and inherently smart. 

no mistake about it—there’s a lot of hard work required to bring these dimensions to life. you 
have to use technology creatively. you need to intersect existing processes with newly built 
capabilities. you may have to change long-standing behaviors or organizational infrastructure. 
and your knowledge of emerging document technologies has to advance past cursory.

But the payoff is worth the pain. you’ll deliver legitimate value for your enterprise, impacting 
processes, knowledge-worker productivity and even your ability to innovate. 

the new Documentality

Impact
Process Productivity Innovation

The Dynamic Nature of Documents and Their Content

Build future 
documents in 
a native way.

Extract what 
you can from 

the past.

Digitize what 
you deal 

with today.
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The Process Impact

the first major payoff of a new document mind-set is process impact. Quantum leaps in 
document form, content creation and cloud compatibility will make it easy to use documents 
and content more effectively, contributing to the efficiency of countless processes. 

employees will exchange documents and incorporate information from virtually any source, 
without reformatting. tools like audit trails will track document development and usage. and 
new technologies will bring structure to the world of unstructured data, making even more 
information readily accessible and usable. 

these advancements will undoubtedly change the way we work—not only with documents, 
but also with each other. simply stated, when you transform the document, you transfigure 
the document process. Better processes yield better decisions; better decisions drive better 
results. add cloud computing to the mix, and companies of all sizes will be able to recast their 
document workflows and reenergize their business.
•	  processes that require sorting through mountains of documents, such as drug development, 

litigation-related discovery and engineering research will benefit from greater focus and 
control, leading to increased productivity and more informed decision making.

•	  Document processes that involve step-by-step approvals, like mortgages, will be reengineered 
to provide internal and external reviewers with simultaneous access, reducing cycle times 
and increasing customer satisfaction. 

•	  Back-office processes like accounts payable will be enhanced with digital forms and 
automated workflows, improving turnaround times and overall cash management.

•	  and any document-related process will be able to benefit from shorter time frames and 
better control, as documents are automatically read, categorized and distributed—all with 
fewer errors.

these advantages are already evident in many of the Xerox case studies presented earlier: the 
trident group’s mortgage processing. Ducati’s user manual production. target’s direct-mail 
processes. northwest airlines’ online self-service. each workflow became simpler and faster 
because of powerful document technologies. we can only wonder what will happen as those 
technologies grow even smarter and more dynamic.

every document-driven industry stands ready to benefit. picture this health-care scenario: a 
physician’s smartphone rings at 2 a.m. the patient on the other end is experiencing dizziness. 
the physician accesses the patient’s records via the phone to help determine what’s wrong. if 
necessary, the doctor e-faxes a summary of the patient’s records to the nearest er or forwards 
a prescription to the patient’s pharmacy. Diagnosis and treatment improve because the right 
information is right at hand.
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or imagine a diabetes patient wearing an insulin pump that automatically documents his 
physical activity and insulin use. the pump wirelessly sends the patient’s electronic journal 
to a server on the internet for review by a caregiver. sound like fantasy? in actuality, each of 
these “what if’s” is a “what is”—new technology that is real and ready to break out. 

The Productivity Impact of Dynamic Document Access

the preceding processes all point toward greater productivity. But when these processes are 
tied to emerging mobile technologies, as in the previous health-care examples, knowledge 
workers can become productive in ways never before seen. Consequently, the impact of mobile 
innovations cannot be overstated.

in a brief period of time, the number of mobile workers in the u.s. has grown to 100.3 million, 
about 72 percent of whom are mobile knowledge workers.5 Because of this trend, mobile 
devices are quickly evolving into multi-function business tools. in a recent infotrends study, 
mobile knowledge workers reported reading 59 percent of their documents on screen.6 equally 
noteworthy, 72 percent of the respondents had the ability to collaborate, update and amend 
documents remotely.7

with another 22 million american workers expected to go mobile by 2014, it is clear that we 
are on the cusp of a major shift. infotrends captures the point succinctly:

mobile knowledge workers are arguably the fastest-growing segment of today’s 
office workforce. infotrends anticipates significant changes in how and where mobile 
knowledge workers create, access, collaborate, print, and perform many information-
based business processes.8

one such process is evident in Xerox’s new mobile print technology, which enables smart 
phones to locate and access printers anywhere in an enterprise. for illustration purposes, let’s 
observe a Cleveland employee visiting her company’s taiwan office:

The employee taps the Xerox Mobile Print app on her smartphone, looks at a Taiwan floor 
plan dotted with printer sites, selects one and emails her document to the device. She also 
punches in a security code. The code is reentered at the device for verification purposes. 
The printing begins.

while presently available for intra-company use, this mobile print application has implications 
that transcend company walls. with the integration of cloud printing and gps technologies, 
our Cleveland friend will be able to find a printer inside or outside the enterprise, based on 
her location. so if she is traveling down La Cienega Boulevard, she can instantly send her 
document to the nearest el segundo staples, Kinkos or office Depot.
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mobile financial transactions are also on the rise. while we have already seen the emergence 
of mobile banking, more recent advancements include credit-card readers designed for 
smartphones and mobile payment systems that use near-field Communication to access 
credit-card, gift-card and bank funds over iphones. with approximately 1.2 billion people 
already carrying handsets capable of rich, mobile commerce,9 wallets and purses may soon 
house nothing more than a driver’s license.

the combination of mobile applications and cloud computing will be unstoppable. according to 
iDC, the projected annual growth rate for cloud services from 2009 to 2014 is expected to be 
27.4 percent—more than five times the rate of traditional it offerings.10 as the cloud spreads, 
organizations of all sizes will be able to leverage complex, document-driven workflows, streamlining 
their business processes by scanning documents to the cloud for processing, reworking and 
storing. as Joe tucci, Ceo of emC Corp, described it, “we’re now going through what i believe is 
pretty much going to be the biggest wave in the history of information technology.”11

The Third Impact: Documents as Innovation Catapults

tomorrow’s document advancements will certainly help enterprises enrich what they are 
already doing. But their real allure lies in enabling enterprises to do what they’ve never done 
before. in short, technology innovation begets business innovation. and the need for business 
innovation is pressing.

today’s global playing field is packed with teams who have never been more eager to win. in his 
2011 state of the union address, president obama linked u.s. innovation to job development, 
economic growth and global competitiveness, and urged  americans to “think bigger” and 
seize “our generation’s sputnik moment.” when Ad Age and forrester research asked 20 top 
marketers to name their priorities, “developing a culture that fosters and supports marketing 
innovation” landed in the top three.12 

more than simply an internal rallying cry, innovation has become a differentiator, inside and 
outside the office. Customers seek it from their vendors. Vendors seek it from their suppliers 
and partners. in a recent hfs research report on Business processing outsourcing (Bpo), 94 
percent of the respondents stated that their company’s executive leadership views innovation 
as “a critical or quite important component of their Bpo strategy … becoming the major 
differentiator in provider selection.”13 

in leveraging new technologies to lighten your document burden, you can enhance your 
position as an innovative company. your focus can move from document management to 
business management, with a renewed emphasis on your core market offering. Conversely, 
you may find that the changing nature of documents leads you toward a completely new 
business model—one with even greater promise.
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take as an example groupon, which provides daily localized coupons to online subscribers. 
groupon’s discounts don’t become real until a critical mass is attained—i.e., a prespecified 
number of users must commit to the groupon offer. once the tipping point is reached, the 
deal is on. 

there’s nothing new about groupon’s document type—it’s a coupon. and there’s nothing 
particularly unique about its website. But the fact that groupon uses real-time data to 
determine whether it has a “product” is groundbreaking. as is the fact that sponsors don’t 
commit to a discount until the economies of scale are in their favor. it’s a business model 
that couldn’t have existed 10 years ago. 

ZipCar represents similar ingenuity. users reserve a car from a pC or mobile phone, locate 
the car’s local parking space, unlock the car with a Zipcard and head off with their hourly 
rental—without filling out hard-copy applications or approaching a service counter. it’s 
another business model that couldn’t exist without digital documents … much like netflix, 
Zillow, eBay and countless other companies on a list that grows longer every minute.

But innovation doesn’t have to manifest itself as a game-changer. truly visionary 
organizations look to innovate everywhere, even in the most mundane areas. take for 
instance, sports teams that allow their schedules to be integrated with their fans’ outlook 
calendars. it’s a simple, original idea that strengthens customer loyalty in a way many 
costlier programs don’t. or imagine a sports stadium tracking real-time concession sales 
so that it can offer a 20 percent discount on slow-moving items during the seventh-inning 
stretch. will these ideas change the industry? hardly. will they change the cash register 
receipts? hopefully.

Beyond specific products and services, business structures themselves are likely to assume 
a more innovative profile. with greater access and fewer limits, small companies may begin 
operating like big ones, offering products that are created and sold through a continuously 
evolving supply chain that forms on demand from a global pool. Large companies may 
consist of a small central team, complemented by a virtual workforce of independent 
contractors and temporary employees around the world.  

Dispersed, distributed workflows could become commonplace. Companies might  assemble 
and disassemble virtual teams as needed, redefining “departments” completely (goodbye, 
silos). or knowledge workers might move freely from one company to the next, working 
remotely for one enterprise before assuming an on-site position at another. the technology 
makes these structures and workflows possible. the question is: how do we make  
them practical?
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Rapid Change? Not So Fast.

unfortunately, the path toward the utopian document future is not without its obstacles. and 
they’re substantial. Leading the list are security and privacy. the doorway to cloud computing 
needs quite a few more locks and burglar alarms before many enterprises will enter. and the 
“access anywhere” platform of mobile devices needs a little less “access” before businesses will 
confidently agree to “anywhere.” there are also concerns about control. as businesses venture 
farther from their core infrastructure, they must be able to extend their reach without losing 
their grip. Control and continuity outside of the enterprise walls—including the firewalls—
must be ensured. the reliability of the cloud also needs to be a given. anyone who’s ever 
shouted “you’re breaking up” into a cell phone knows how tenuous today’s networks can be. 
tomorrow’s networks can’t repeat the sins of the past. 

the growth of user-generated material raises an additional set of control anxieties. if user 
content is pushed and pulled by an enterprise, it must be tightly managed and undeniably 
secure. But how? are new infrastructures required to address the situation?

and what about compatibility and longevity? will all of your documents move smoothly to 
the mobile world? will content remain accessible and readable as future technologies change? 
how will you access your files if your data provider goes out of business? these are major 
questions, and companies are already scrambling to find—or build—solutions.

Beyond the technological complexities lies a minefield of business issues, such as measuring 
the roi of social media and finding the right pricing structure for pay-as-you-go services. 
there are also human issues, such as employee acceptance of new workflows and technology 
clashes between generations. not to mention legal issues. if personal and professional lines 
grow blurrier, how do you define “your” documents? who “owns” the tweets and blogs? 

of course, breakthrough technologies always tend to raise questions and fears. they 
wouldn’t be considered disruptive if they didn’t. But history has shown that when the 
benefits of a new technology are powerful and desirable, the opportunities somehow 
manage to trump the obstacles.  

The Next Chapter

the transformation of documents over the last 30 years has been astonishing. what was once 
considered a digital revolution is now the status quo, providing a tremendous platform for 
further innovation.

in the coming years, documents will continue to evolve, abandoning their traditional role as 
fixed containers of static information. a greater number of documents—perhaps all—will be 
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dynamic, with liberated content that can be quickly accessed, analyzed and merged with other 
documents. a new breed of intelligent documents will act on our behalf, simplifying the search 
for information and streamlining time-consuming tasks. in addition, the distinction between 
a document and its technology will be increasingly difficult to discern, giving new meaning to 
marshall mcLuhan’s claim that the medium is the message.

these changes will enable a “document” to be as large as a library or as small as a cluster of 
spreadsheet cells, with a shelf life ranging from a few seconds to a digital lifetime. Content 
may be limited to words or may overflow with moving images, real-time text and personalized 
audio. and “paper” may become nothing more than a portable, ever-changing display.

one thing that won’t change, however, is the significant role that documents will play in our 
business lives. whether conventional or revolutionary, documents are essential to progress. 
they sell products and services. provide strategy and direction. empower workflows. record 
transactions. generate revenue. establish and enhance customer loyalty. Drive innovation. 
and impact virtually every aspect of enterprise success. 

Documents are no less important in our personal lives. from the moment we are born until the 
day we depart, they define us. Birth certificates announce our arrival; death certificates tell the 
world our days have ended. every meaningful occasion in between is marked by birthday cards, 
diplomas, photos, facebook status updates, earnings statements, business licenses, mortgage 
approvals, tweets, passports and other evidence of our existence.

as we head toward the future, documents won’t stop doing what they have always done. they 
will just do it more quickly, more intelligently and in remarkable new ways. no matter what 
tomorrow’s documents may hold, each will continue to deliver on the promise of the man who 
first made document distribution possible:

“Like a new star it shall scatter the darkness of ignorance,” predicted Johannes gutenberg, 
“and cause a light heretofore unknown to shine among men.”
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